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The concept of development as a continuum between urban

growth centers and underdeveloped peripheries dates back
to the late 1950's.

Although long overshadowed by the

bipolar model, the continuum model holds much promise for

the field of regional development.

Regional planners,

however, have focused on developing marginal areas either by

a)investing heavily in peripheral regions whose
socioeconomic structure cannot adequately sustain growth or
b) channeling development funds into urban cores in the

hopes that growth will trickle down to marginal areas.

Both

strategies have been largely unsuccessful, thus giving

impetus for the search for an alternative strategy.
Recently, work in Sweden and North Carolina has reexamined the socioeconomic continuum model with a f ocus on
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the intermediate zones linking cores and marginal areas.
This Intermediate Socioeconomic Zone (ISEZ) offers

opportunities I or sustainable regional development through

the process of spatial dif fusion that may reinvigorate the
economies of adjacent peripheral regions.

Thus, this thesis

examines the spatial continua of North Carolina and Sweden

emphasizing the development potential and characteristics of
the ISEZ as it develops under two dif ferent economic systems
(open market system-USA and social welfare state-Sweden) .

Methodologically, analysis of an array of demographic
and socioeconomic variables generate socioeconomic

indicators which through cluster analysis are used to
define a set of development continua.
Comparative analysis I inds that Sweden has a more

dispersed hierarchy of growth cores with a greater
concentration of the population in the ISEZ.

Sweden's

intensive social welf are system has also steadily equalized
regional incomes.

North Carolina, on the other hind, has

shown a minimal (1 %) equalization in incomes over the last

two decades.

Overall, this study provides empirical

evidence of a clef inable socioeconomic continuum and shows

the ISEZ to be the most dynamic zone of the continuum in

fluctuations of quality of life indicators.

It supports the

idea of the ISEZ as a critical linkage component of future

regional development strategy.

The study further reveals

the relevance for comparative cross-national research.
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NOTE ON SPELLING

The Swedish language contains several letters not used
in the English language.

Due to the use of American

printers for this thesis, these alternate Swedish letters
can not be properly printed in the text.

Thus, for Swedish

words and place names in this thesis, alternate forms are
used according to the standards below:
"a umlaut" (a) becomes:
"o umlaut'' (o) becomes:

"a with a circle above" (a) becomes:

aa

These limitations are not, however, a problem with the

lettering for the mapping software.

Therefore, the actual

Swedish spellings are used on the thesis maps.

xii

CIIAPTER I
FOUNDATIONS FOR REGIONAI- ANALYSIS

Introduction
In an ancient fable, a country mouse comes to the city

to visit his cousin.

The country mouse finds that he is

very unhappy in the city and decides to go home to the

country.

Eventually, his city cousin comes to the country

to visit, and the city mouse finds that he is as equally
unhappy in the country as his country cousin was in the

city.

So, the city mouse returns to the city where he is

comfortable

(Aesop,1989).

This f able points out that dif ferent people are happy
in dif ferent environments based on a complex mixture of

desires and dislikes.

As well, this fable points out the

love of dichotomy seemingly inherent to humans:

people find

it easy to categorize things into opposites no matter
whether this classification is accurate.

Thus, people

readily break things into dichotomous polarities:
white, good and evil, night and day.

black and

Yet, each of these

dichotomies actually is divided by gradations of gray

tones, relative moralities or twilights.

Our world is in

f act fc>urtLd to ref lect the existerLce of 'v-ariousl-I- structured

continua.

However, the idea of the continuum is apparently

not as easy to conceptualize as a simple breakdown into a
''this" and its opposite ''that''.
1

?

Even as in the story of the city and country mouse,

regional planners have long appeared to see the world
divided into a simple dichotomy:

city and country (or more

accurately-core and periphery).

In turn, whereas people

live in a variety of settings along an urban-rural
continuum, this bipolar division categorizes people into two
broad classifications by their choice of a home environment.
People in the small towns and medium-sized cities of the

intermediate levels of the continuum are in such a way of ten

overlooked by the large scope of regional planning.

In this

way, for much of the 1970s and early 1980s, regional

planners have looked to a bipolar model to provide a

theoretical I ramework f or the economic and administrative

development schemes introduced into regions to stimulate
growth (Gade 1991).

Using this overly simplistic bipolar model, regional
planners have relied on a basic view of development as
consisting of two dichotomous poles representing dynamic,
urban core zones and underdeveloped marginal areas.

In this

view, the core zones have the highest level of socioeconomic

development, and rriarginal areas represent the lowest levels
of development.

Gradations between these two poles are not

integrated into the bipolar model.

Therefore, intermediate

zones of developme.n.t are +r`^ot cor`.sidered nor are the f lows of

socioeconomic opportunities between these opposing

3

I.`olarities easily explained in the absence of the middle
levels of development (Johannisson, Persson and Wiberg 1989;
Gade 1991) .

The inef I ectiveness of the bipolar model in providing
an adequate model of regional development f or regional

planners points to the need f or a new theoretical model
which takes into account the gradations of development and

the intermediate zones connecting core and peripheral zones.

With this goal in mind, the reader is here introduced to

several concepts in this introductory chapter which will be
expanded upon in this thesis in the following chapters.
This thesis f ocuses on a newly evolving alternative
model of socioeconomic change which views development as an

interactive continuum with gradations of quality of lif e
between cores and peripheries (Johannisson, Persson, and
Wiberg 1989; Chang, Gade and Jones 1991; Gade 1991).

This

model has the special f eature of f ocusing on the connecting

and thus vital intermediate area between the core and
marginal areas:

the Intermediate Socioeconomic Zone (ISEZ).

With this model, regional planners are offered a more

effective visualization of development potentials.

Instead

of tb.e t',.,'o dimensiolial construct of t.ne bipolar model that

argues f or a direct and causative connection between
marginal areas and urban growth cores with its inherent
sudden "dropof I " from a high le.¥7el of de`,7elopm.ent to a low

4

one, the Socioeconomic Continuum Model provides a three

dimensional perspective of development.
In this way, the Socioeconomic Continuum Model can

theoretically visualize a region as something of a rolling

countryside with the higher quality of lif e conditions in
t.-he core zones represented as hills/mountains which slope
of f to ISE-zones and further down to the

"valleys"

expressing the low levels of development in marginal areas.

This three dimensional image can also be upgraded to a f our

dimensional conceptualization if one considers the interplay

of the different factors creating this "landscape" of
socioeconomic inequalities.

Furthermore, this theoretically constructed landscape
varies in the severity of contrast between the core ''hills"
ar.a the peripheral "valleys" depending on the amount of

disparity between core and periphery areas.

Thus, it

f ollows that in an underdeveloped country where wealth and

development are more disproportionately concentrated in
cities, the steepness of the socioeconomic continuum slope
would be greater.

Indeed, the Index of Economic Development

developed by Wang f inds that there is an 80% dif ference in
the developm.cnt scoi-es of the most and least developed

districts of Anhui Province in the People's Republic of
China (Wang 1989).

Comparativel_y, the difference in the single `.7ariable of
personal income in North Carolina, USA, in 1986 between the

5

highest and lowest achieved incomes is a much lower 58%

disparity.

Even less severe is the difference in median

income in Sweden where the highest average achieved income
for a Swedish municipality in 1990 is only 35% higher than

the lowest average municipal income for that year.

By this

method, the substitution of units of a socioeconomic

variable or development index f or f eet of elevation produce
the socioeconomic continuun's landscape:

if the disparity

between cores, ISE-zones and peripheries is not great, then

the "landscape" of development must be gentler in its
steepness

(see Fig.1.1).

On the other hand, the greater the differences between
core ''hills" and peripheral "valleys", the more the cores
will assume a more "mountainous" appearance and further

oversh.adow tF.c lc-w-er slopes.

Equally, greater contrasts in

development will warp the ISE-zones into steeper connective
areas where the lower gradations of the ISE-zone will be

considerably less developed than the higher developed
"upslopes" of the ISE-zone bordering the core areas.
Finally, development gradations do not necessarily conform

to a standard slope in all directions away from a core zone.
Indeed, just as iri. actual ph-I-sical tcpograph'¥', scmLe slopes

will gradually descend to areas of lesser development while
other areas abutting a core zone may have sharply dropping
levels of development wit.b the s].c`pe at this point achievir`.g
a much steeper grade.

In this way, the work of Chang, Gade

6

Figure i.I
Hypothetical Visualization of the Socioeconomic Continuum

7

and Jones f inds in North Carolina that the development grade
drops sharply away from the Chapel Hill core in Orange

County towards Caswell County in the north but is more

gradual in the east, west and south where more developed
counties border Orange County (Chang, Gade and Jones 1991).

Utilizing this visualization, regional planners can better
conceptualize the work of equalizing socioeconomic

opportunities for their target population.
Keeping in mind the above model, the author seeks to

address the patterns and conditions creating them as
expressed in Sweden and North Carolina.

Cross-cultural,

international applications of a methodology based on the
work of Chang, Gade and the author (1991) and in greater

detail by Chang (1990) in North Carolina to a compar.ative

dataset frorr. S'w.eden of fer the opportunity to test the

appropriateness of this methodology.

Examining the

similarities and dif I erences in the socioeconomic continuum

in both countries will also provide insights into the
ef fectiveness and utility of this model as well as look at
the dual impacts of private and public investment schemes on
measurable socioeconomic development.

In this case,

development is defined b-I- factor analysis of val-ious indices

of social and economic conditions.

The data set for this

comes primarily f ron Swedish census and statistical
inf ormation provided by the Swedish Central Statistic
Bureau.

Moreover, cluster analysis is used to group the
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administratively-clef ined study areas into their respective
zones of development.

To accomplish the research objectives of this study,

the f ollowing chapters will deal with several

considerations.

First, the study areas' characteristics as

the geographical setting for this thesis will be discussed
to allow the reader to become familiar with the regions.

Secondly, a literature review of the pertinent works
concerning the theories of the socioeconomic continuum,

bipolarity and aggrative data will be addressed.

In turn,

the literature review will encapsule the trends within
Sweden and North Carolina concerning regional planning.

Chapter IV discuesses in detail the methodology used in the

study.

Finally, an analysis of the resulting data will be

fnlloi...ted b`z' a s'dmmai-y of findings and their implications.

In sum, this study has the following research

objectives.

Foremost, this study will show that the

methodology f or delineating the socioeconomic continuum is

applicable to cross-national research.

Secondly, the

discovery that a graduated continuum of socioeconomic

development exists in Sweden will be an important finding.
An analysis t.A7ill also re-v-eal the differences and

similarities between the socioeconomic continua in Sweden
and North Carolina.

Another objective is to examine the

dynamism of the Swedish cc`ntinui.ur. over t_-_he last t.wenty years

to reveal any fluctuations and changes.

Evidence as to
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whether either Sweden or North Carolina have equalized

regional incomes is also sought.

Another objective is to

advance the methodological process of clef ining a

socioeconomic continuum by incorporating a full data set on

sectorial employment and their associated patterns

describing labor market structuring. Finally, the results of
this work will build a I oundation f or future research on

predicting f luctuations in the continuum to be used for

planning strategies.

Altogether, this research has the

objective of adding to the developing concept of the ISEZ
and socioeconomic continuum.

1,1
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CHAPTER 11
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STUDY AREAS

The study areas f or this thesis consist of the state of
North Carolina in the United States and most of the central
and northern portions of the Kingdom of Sweden.

These areas

are used in this study through a joint comparative research
project involving Appalachian State University (Boone, NC,
USA), the Centre for Regional Science (Umeaa, Sweden), and

the Expert Group for Regional Development (Stockholm,

Sweden).

Thus, North Carolina and the Swedish study region

are I amiliar to the author through his work with this
project.

Fortunately, both areas provide a variety of

physical, social and economic variations making them

interesting study locations.

For readers who are unfamiliar

with either study area, an introduction to the two regions
will be given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1.--Summary of Features of Study Areas,1990

Sweden

Area

(sq.mi.)

( sq . kin ) :

Length (mi. ) :
Width

( rm ) :
(mi.):

( kin ) :

Population:
Largest City:
(pop. ) :

Principal

Language :

Principal
Reli

( whole )

173,665
449,792

977
1,574
310
499
8,358'000

Stockholm

1,435'000

Swedish

Protestant

( Lutheran )

Sweden
( stud area)
86,812
224,845
528

850
251
405
4,126,626

Stockholm

1,435,000

Swedish

Protestant

( Lutheran )

North carolina
52'669
136,412
500
805
140
225
6,657,630

Charlotte

368,212

English

Protestant

tist)
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North Carolina

The state of North Carolina lies on the eastern
seaboard of the UrT.ited States.

With its primary axis along

an east-west orientation, North Carolina extends 500 miles
(805 kin) from its easternmost point at Cape Hatteras on the

Atlantic ocean to its western extremity in Cherokee County
in the Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 2.1).

This length

corresponds roughly to the distance between Stockholm and
Piteaa in Norrbotten County (Fig. 2.2).

In width, however,

the State ranges only between about 50 and 140 miles (80 to
225km) (Gade and Stillwell,1986).

Altogether North Carolina

covers an area of 52,669 square miles (136,412km) or an area

slightly larger than Greece.

This area corresponds to

Sweden's overall 17.3,665 sq. mi.

(449,792km).

study area, however, is 86,812 sq. mi.

The Swedish

(224,845 sq. kin.).

North Carolina is banded by Virginia on the north, South
Carolina to the south, Georgia to the southwest and
Tennessee on the west (Discovery World Atlas, 1988) .

Within North Carolina, however, the State has

considerable variations in its topography.

For instance,

the State can generally be conceived as rising in a
generally upward slope from east to west.

On North

Carolina's eastern coast are numerous barrier islands, the
outer Banks, as well as several sounds with the Pamlico and
Alamance Sounds being the two most prominent.

Going inland,

the land gradually rises f ron the marshy swamps and low-

13
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Study Area:

Figure 2.2
Swedish Counties 1990
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lying forests/fields of the Tidewater to a broad coastal
plain.

Further eastward from a point just east of the state

capital at Raleigh, the land gives way to an undulating area
of rolling hills known as the Piedmont.

Finally, the

Piedmont's western edge melds into the foothills and
mountains of the southern Appalachian Mountains.

The

elevational dif f erences between the coast and mountains
create a wide range in climate and vegetation which ranges

f ron winter skiing in the west to sub-tropical beach resorts
on the eastern coast (Gade and Stillwell,1986).

Unlike

Sweden, climatic differences are not pertinent and will not

be discussed in detail here.
As of the latest 1990 final state population figures,
North Carolina ranks tenth among the United States in terms
of population with 6,657,630 inhabitants.

This figure

represents a 13.2% increase over the previous census tallies
from 1980 (Charlotte Observer,1990).

Over 25% of the

population is Af ro-American with signif icant Native American

populations in Robeson County and the f ar western counties
of Swain and Jackson (Gade and Stillwell,1986).

Administratively, North Carolina consists of 100
individual counties ranging in area f ron New Hanover County
at 220.51 sq. mi. to Hyde County with 1,361.15 sq. mi.

These counties are further loosely joined in 17 Councils of
Government (COG) in which neighboring counties often attempt

to correlate some services and development planning.
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Moreover, each county is divided into a number of townships

corresponding to incorporated towns as well as both smaller

urban and rural administrative areas.

School districts and

I ire districts often correspond to township boundaries but
are generally under the control of a county-wide
administration (Crutch field,1988).
Unlike some other U.S. states and many European

countries of comparable size, North Carolina does not

contain a single, primate city which dominates the State's
urban hierarchy.

Instead, a network of small- and medium-

sized cities has developed in a generalized arc across the
Piedmont from Charlotte to Raleigh.

Other urban centers

also exist outside of this "Piedmont Crescent" such as
Asheville in the western mountains and Wilmington along the

coast.

The State furthermore boasts a diversified mix of

counties with important concentrations of Native American,

Afro-American, tourist, student, and military populations

making up locally important minorities within the State.
This socially heterogeneous mix of population and a

centralized arc of urban centers contribute to North
Carolina's virtues as a study area.

The State is also economically diverse with activities
ranging f ron an agricultural base in the eastern Coastal
Plain to both low skill and high technology manuf acturing in
the Piedmont.

Furthermore, North Carolina's diversifying

economy also has considerable emphasis on tourism in the
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Mountain and Tidewater regions.

Certain cities and counties

also have a particular specialized industry.

For instance,

the Winston-Salem area in Forsyth County has international

business linkages as the premier producer of tobacco
products in the United States.

Likewise, Guilford County's

High Point, Catawba's Hickory and Caldwell's Lenoir are all

cities where national furniture production is centered.
Gaston, Cabarrus and Rowan Counties are textile centers.

Along with the Coastal Plain where an agricultural base in

tobacco is important, the traditional industries for the
State consist of textiles, furniture, tobacco and tobacco
products.

All these industries are primarily low skill and

have been undergoing lowering employment as overseas

competition and the State's diversifying economy affect
these industries' economic performances.

Increasingly,

higher skilled jobs are slowly transplanting the traditional
industries.

Computers, telecommunications, chemicals,

banking, and insurance are some of the new industries

locating in North Carolina.

The State, however, is still in

a transition phase with both new and traditional industries
economically important with the innovative industries
located more in urbanized areas.

Thus, North Carolina

provides a diverse setting for studying the spatial
dispersion of socioeconomic development (Chang, Gade and
Jones,1991).
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Finally, North Carolina's national rankings on several

quality of lif e indices points to regional disparities
within the State.

For example, Orange County containing the

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill ranked in 1985 as

the county within a Metropolitan Statistical Area with the
highest level of education attainment in the United States
(Boyer and Savageau,1985).

Overall, North Carolina has a

discouragingly high percentage of citizens (18%) who are

over age 25 and have less than eight years of schooling.

Equally, North Carolina has a history of spending more state

funds on higher education at the expense of elementary and

secondary education.

This inequality has been cited by the

Institute of Southern Studies as creating an educated elite
but maintaining a poor overall standard of education
statewide (Chase,1990). Moreover, North Carolina annually

ranks near the very top of American states in the percentage
of workers in manuf acturing while most other industrial
states are progressing towards a more service-oriented,
tertiary economy.

As well, North Carolina ranks lowest

among the United States on manufacturing wages at a 1990
average of $7.54 an hour.

North Carolina also ranks as

having the highest imf ant mortality rate in the United
States in the latest 1988 figures.

This situation may be

partially attributed to the fact that 12 of the 100 county
health clinics have no public prenatal program.

These

twelve health clinics are found primarily in rural areas
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such as mountainous Alleghany County where alternative

private obstetric care is unavailable.

These peculiarities

point to the disparities in quality of life among dif ferent
portions of the State (Chase,1990).
Sweden
With an area of

173,665

sq.

mi.

(449,792

sq.

kin.),

Sweden is the f ourth largest country in Europe af ter the
European portion of the Soviet Union, France and Spain.

In

size, Sweden is thus about 14,000 sq. mi. larger than the

state of California and close to three times the physical
size of North Carolina. The country's major axis is along a
general north-south trend and reaches a maximum length of
977 mi. or 1,574 kin (Fig. 2.3).

In width, Sweden

reaches a maximum of 310 mi. or 499 kin.

With its national

capital at Stockholm along the eastern Baltic coast (Fig.
2.3), the Swedish kingdom has an area of 173,731 sq. mi.

(449,964 sq. kin.).

As well as sharing a long western border

along the mountainous spine of the Scandinavian peninsula
with Norway, Sweden shares a land border with Finland in the

northeast.

Eastward, Sweden is separated from Finland by

the Gulf of Bothnia and the Baltic Sea (Fig. 2.2).

The

Baltic Sea also lies between Sweden and the northern German

and Polish coasts to the south and the Baltic republics of

the Soviet Union to the east.

Finally, the Kattegat Strait
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and Oeresund divide southwestern Sweden f ron Denmark
(Discovery World Atlas, 1988) .

Topographically, Sweden can be visualized as having a

mountainous spine on the west with declining elevations
towards the Baltic coast on the east.

Plains also dominate

southern Sweden where the North European Plain extends
through Denmark to Sweden (Swedish Institute:

Geography of

Sweden 1986) .

Though quite large in terms of land area I or European

countries, Sweden's population is comparatively small with
8,358,000 citizens.

Over 2.5 million of these individuals

live in just three cities:
(Swedish Institute:

As well,

Stockholm, Goeteborg, and Malmoe

Geography of Sweden 1986)(Fig. 2.3).

coinciding to a large degree with climatic

dif ferences between northern and southern Sweden, over 85%

of the total Swedish population lives in the southern half
of the country (Swedish Institute:
1988).

General Facts on Sweden

For comparison, Sweden's population corresponds to

that of Belgium or New Jersey, USA.

Ethnically and

culturally, the Swedish people have long been almost

homogeneous with only two traditional minorities:

the

approximately 30,000 Finns concentrated primarily along the
Finnish border and the Sami (Lapp) people of northern

Sweden.

Today, however, significant modification of this

homogeneous population is the recent settlement in Sweden of
over 400,000 foreign workers and refugees.

These new
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Swedish population elements derive f ron a mix of Middle

Eastern, Asian and other cultural backgrounds.

Although

traditionally nomadic, many Sami also today work in the
Kiruna-Gaellivare iron mines of Norrbotten County (Fig.
2.3). Moreover, 95% of Swedes belong to the official Church

of Sweden (Lutheran), and Swedish, a North Germanic tongue

closely related to Danish and Norwegian, is the primary

language for almost the entire populace.
Administratively, Sweden is divided into 24 ''laener" or
counties (Fig. 2.3).

The term "county", however,

approaches our traditional image of "province" and should

not be confused with the much smaller county unit used in
North Carolina.

In size, economic, and public service

function and in its position within the administrative
hierarchy, the Swedish ''kommun" or municipality more closely

resembles the North Carolinian county unit.

Within Sweden,

there are currently 284 municipalities of which 108 will be

used in this thesis study (Fig. 2.4).

Municipalities are

responsible for zoning, land use planning, most education,

child care, fire protection, culture, recreation and social
welfare.

It should be noted that the national government

provides equalization grants for municipalities with weak
tax bases as well as incentives to increase populations and

living standards in areas of declining population.
Climate is extremely important in understanding Sweden.

The capital at Stockholm lies at 59 degrees north latitude
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Figure 2.4
Swedish Municipalities 1991

Note:

Figure numbers in boxes refer to.

study area in

other figures showing
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and most of northern Norrland is above the Arctic Circle.
Though warm air masses f ron the Atlantic Ocean and the

influence of the Gulf Stream moderate Sweden's weather,

temperatures decrease as one goes north in Sweden during the

winter.

This temperature difference also affects the length

of the growing season and type of crops available to f armers
in the northern portion of the kingdom.

Perhaps even more

important psychologically, the area of Sweden north of the

Arctic Circle experiences 24 hours of sunlight in the
summer, and even in Stockholm, the summer nights have only a

few hours of twilight and night.

Positively, the long

summer days warm the north so that summer temperatures vary

little between northern and central Sweden.

The near

constant daylight also increases the speed with which
vegetation grows in Norrland (Fig. 2.3).

On the other hand,

the reverse tilt of the earth's axis in winter for the
northern hemisphere brings Sweden very short days with areas

above the Arctic Circle having only a f ew daylight hours in
December at the height of winter.

Thus, darkness combines

with cold temperatures to. make northern Sweden an uninviting

land in winter.
As for Sweden's urban hierarchy, Stockholm is clearly

the dominant entity.

As with the other Nordic countries,

Sweden has its capital as its primate city.

As the

centerpiece of Swedish culture, government and economy,
Stockholm has grown f ron an early port between Lake Maelaren

I
and the Baltic Sea to a citv of almost one million and a

half inhabitants.

Its closest rival, Goeteborg

(Gothenburg) , is half Stockholm's size.

Extending from the

Stockholm area and into southern Vaermland are a chain of
smaller urban centers joining Stockholm and Goeteborg.
These cities have populations between 50,000 and 100,000.

To the north, the population is sparse and concentrated
along the Baltic coast.

In Norrland (Fig. 2.5), only the

industrial city of Sundsvall has a population over 50,000.
The mountainous border area with Norway is almost entirely

uninhabited.

This sparse concentration of people makes it

dif f icult to provide services f or citizens in Norrland
living in the interior (Swedish Institute: Geography of
Sweden 1986) .

Economically, Sweden has a diverse economy with the

largest portion of the population occupied in public and
private services.

Agriculture employs less than 5% of the

population currently.

And yet it remains important in the

economy, however, as it is mainly in the hands of small

family farms.

In turn, these farms are often found in rural

areas of Norrland as well as other rural areas where they
are important in stabilizing employment by providing jobs.

The related f orestry industry is also concentrated in the
interior of western and northern Sweden where population

densities are low and job opportunities not so plentiful.
This interior forestry industry ties into Sweden's wood,
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pulp and paper industries which reached new levels f or
profitability in 1988.

This industry also is a key Swedish

export industry.
This f act points out that while Sweden has a strong
domestic consumer market, its economy hinges on the 36% of
its Gross Domestic Product(GDP) earned from exports.

With a

free trade agreement with the Common Market since 1972 on
industrial goods, the European Communities (EC) make up

Sweden's largest importer and exporter.

The other Nordic

countries (Denmark, Norway, Iceland and Finland) , however,

altogether import just under 25% of Swedish exports (Swedish
Institute: The Swedish Economy 1989).

Germany remains the

single largest buyer of Swedish products with the United
Kingdom and United States placing second and third

respectively.

Partially owing to the economic advantages of

joining the EC, the country applied in late 1990 for
membership within the Common Market.

85% of Sweden's exports are manufactured goods.

These

important industries include the motor vehicle, chemical,

plastics, electronic, electrical, iron and steel industries.
Jobs within the industrial sector are usually f ound within
more urban areas though government subsidies benef it
companies willing to locate in more marginal areas (Swedish
Institute: The Swedish Economy 1989).

The Bergslagen area,

which is located in eastern Vaermland, southern Kopparberg,
and Vaestmanland Counties (Fig. 2.2) , has traditionally been
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the Swedish industrial core, but aging factories and

depletion of mineral deposits in this area are combining to
lower manufacturing employment here.

Thus, Bergslagen is

something of a "rust belt" for Sweden.

Another important social and economic f actor to

consider when viewing Sweden is that the country is a

welf are state where birth to grave public care and subsidies
are provided for each citizen.

To pay for this system,

Swedish taxes are comparatively high and three-f if ths of
Sweden's GDP passes through the public sector.

In a move to

decentralize the government, the 1980's saw local government
employment as a growth industry in Sweden (Bylund 1989) .

Thus, as of 1988, almost 25% of the Swedish labor force is

employed in local government and another 6% works in central
government.

These sectors cover a wide range of jobs

including the socialized medical system.

With the

decentralization of the 1980's, the public sector is now the
largest employer percentagewise in Sweden.

Moreover, the

jobs resulting from shifting many government jobs to local

administration creates labor opportunities in more rural
areas.

Especially in rural areas where forestry and mining

are dominated by male employment, local government jobs

provide opportunities for female employment.

The phase of

government decentralization and the boom in public sector
employment is stabilized now with no further
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decentralization planned (Swedish Institute:

The Swedish

Economy 1989) .

Finally, Swedes enjoy a general standard of living well
above many North Carolinians.

Indeed, Swedes have one of

the world's highest life expectancy rates at 80 years for
females and 74 years for males.

Similarly, the social

welfare system ensures that the hunger, poor housing
conditions and lack of medical care f ound in some North

Carolinian counties is not a problem for the Swedish citizen
(Swedish Institute: General Facts on Sweden 1988).

Sweden

does have, however, regional differences resulting from the

less favorable conditions in some areas.

For instance, the

1960's saw northern Sweden's population decrease by 10,000

per year as people moved away f ron primarily agricultural

and mining jobs to industrial and service jobs in the south.

The loss of population continues at a lower rate today
because of special government intervention in the way of tax

reductions, industrial investment incentives and income

equalization transfers.

This outmigration would point to

continuing regional inequalities (Swedish Institute:
Swedish Regional Policy 1988) .

Swedish Stud

Area

The study area within Sweden consists of the

municipalities of the eleven counties of central and
northern Sweden except I or the f ar northern county of
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Norrbotten (Fig. 2.3).

Twenty-four of the twenty-five

municipalities of Stockholm County are combined in this
study.

Along with Haabo Municipality in Uppsala County

(Fig. 2.6), these municipalities are part of greater

metropolitan Stockholm.

Thus, these areas are better

examined f ron a more detailed study of the continuum in
urban areas.

Norrtaelje (Fig. 2.6), a more rural

municipality in northern Stockholm County, lies outside of
metropolitan Stockholm f or the most part and is not included
in the Stockholm aggregation.

Thus, the total

municipalities used in this study nulnber 108 stretching f rom
urban Stockholm (Fig. 2.6) to rural Sorsele Municipality
(Fig. 2.7) in northern Vaesterbotten.

Instead of utilizing the entire country of Sweden,
Svealand and Norrland (excepting Norrbotten County) were

selected f or this study to have a research area comparable
in physical size to North Carolina.

This region of central

and northern Sweden also contains a mix of urban-rural and
economic conditions deemed necessary f or comparison to North
Carolina.

Physiographically, the study area within Sweden

contains a variety of surface terrain.

The southern portion

of the study area around Lake Vaenern south of Karlstad
(Fig. 2.8) in southern Vaermland and extending

northeastwardly to the Stockholm and Uppsala (Fig. 2.2)

areas consists of an overall plain mixed with lakes, islands
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and hills.

Along the Baltic coast and especially

predominant in the Stockholm area are numerous islands of

glacially polished rock with thin soils supporting spruce,
birch and pine forests.

This archipelago is much used for

recreation .

Further northward and roughly parallel to the coast of

the Gulf of Bothnia, there exists belts of increasing
elevation sloping upwards towards the Scandinavian mountain
range separating Norway and Sweden.

Elevations rise to

nearly 7,000 feet above sea level (around 2,000 meters) with

much of the northern portion of these mountains above the

timber line. Parallel belts of foothills, highland plain and
rolling highlands extend down to the Bothnian coast.

Swedes also traditionally divide Sweden into three

divisions based primarily on ancient tribal territories
(Fig. 2.3).

Southern Sweden, once the territory of the

Goths, makes up Goetaland (Gothland).

As the homeland to

the Svea tribe which unif led ancient Sweden under their
rule, central Sweden is known as Svealand.

The boundary

between Goetaland and Svealand is roughly created by

provincial boundaries with counties south and southeast of
Lake Vaenern belonging to Goetaland.

The study area for

this thesis, however, does not include areas within
Goetaland. Finally, the northern three-fifths of Sweden
constitute Norrland (Northland).

The physiographic

divisions between the northern highlands and mountains
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divides this region from the flatter terrain of Svealand.

Along this upward slope is the historic industrial area of
Bergslagen.

Found mainly in Vaestmanland and southern

Kopparberg Counties, Bergslagen contains deposits of copper

and iron ore which greatly enhanced Sweden's industrial

revolution as well as supplied capital for Sweden's 17th
century wars of imperial expansion.

This study will focus

on all of Svealand and all but the northernmost county of
Norrland in addition to North Carolina.
Summary

For this study, the Swedish study area and North

Carolina provide a comparable setting f or the research
needs.

In area, population, and diversity of economic

activities, the two regions are similar.

These areas also

contain dif f erences which will enhance in contrasting the
development continua of Sweden and North Carolina.

These

dissimilarities may add to a better understanding of the
research findings where different conditions may prevail.
For instance, whereas North Carolina has a dispersed urban

hierarchy, the Swedish study area is f irmly under the
primacy of the Stockholm metropolitan area.

Likewise,

the dif f erent social systems acting in both regions negate
the comparative values of some variables.

Thus, in North

Carolina where the quality of health care is usually related
to the patient's ability to pay, comparisons of health
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care data from Sweden's socialized medicine program create

difficulties.

With these variations in mind, the author

f ocuses on variables with meaningful comparative utility and
applies them to these two similar but also unique regions.
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CHAPTER Ill
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT MEASURES AND MODELS

Definin

Develo ment

Any discussion of socioeconomic development gradations

hinges on the definition of 'development' . According to the

American Heritage Dictionary, 'development' is the state,

condition, or form of expanding or realizing the
potentialities of an area (American Heritage Dictionary
1982).

Ideally, the reasoning behind development of a

particular area is to meet the needs of its citizenry.
Indeed, development is a multi-I aceted term whose clef inition

is of ten relative to the perspectives of the individual
citizen or regional planner.
The Human Needs Pers

ective

So, how can regional planners and development theorists

pinpoint a clef inition of development lending itself to
modeling?

Fortunately, human development psychologists have

provided a key.

Abraham Maslow, for example, defines human

needs as a hierarchy ascending f ron a f oundation of primary

physiological requirements upwards to aesthetic needs and

self-actualization, the state of reaching one's full
potential (Maslow 1968).

These needs correspond to the

development requirements of an area' s population according
to Canadian geographer David Walker (Walker 1984).

Thus,
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Walker sees development as the meeting of needs based on

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs to which other factors may be

added (Table 3.1).

Furthermore, it should be pointed out

that this hierarchy addresses social, physical and
psychological development needs (Walker 1984).

Economic

development also underlies this model in regards to the need
for employment and job creation needed to provide esteem and

uphold the social institutions and care-giving f acilities
necessary to fulfill other needs.

Finally, environmental

development and environmental protection are key to

providing many basic physiologic needs, aesthetic needs and
maintenance of a resource base for the economy.

With the reasoning f or socioeconomic development

clef ined as to better meet the comprehensive needs of a

region's people, development in this context can be seen as

an expression of a region's ability to meet its citizens'
needs.

Or, as the United Nations defines development:

''the

process of increasing people's options" (UNDP 1990). Yet,

within developed countries where present development levels

meet the basic survival needs of most citizens, other wants
are generally more considered in regional development.

In

both North Carolina and Sweden, it is generally within

larger urban areas or certain specialized towns that an

individual has access to the job opportunities,

educational/cultural resources and social institutions which
are more likely to meet a person's needs and develop her/his

Table 3.1.--Adaption of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs to
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Regional Planning objectives

Need

1. Physiological Requirements

Plannin

Issue

Minimum requirements I or
clean water, housing,

clothing, food, proper
health care, etc.

2. Safety

Stable government ,
f reedom f ron crime

3. Belongingness and love

Equality of all citizens in
regards to the law, social

and economic opportunities,

maintenance of one's

culture

4. Esteem (as a product of `
competence and confidence,

advancing one' s reputation
and prestige in the eye's of

Productive employment ,

education

a person's peers)

5. Self-actualization

a)A personal goal whose

achievement is partially

made possible by development

of the region to fulf ill the
above needs f or the

individual ,

b)Access of the individual
to the full scope of
cultural, economic, social
and educational resources to
develop one's creative

potential
6. Aesthetic needs

*ada ted f ron Maslow and Walker

Provision of a clean and
pleasing environmentwhether an urban, rural, or
mixed setting according to
personal choice
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creative potential most fully.

Of course, from a

behavioristic point of view, many rural areas and small

towns with their close social networks and natural beauty

may equally fulf ill esteem, self -actualization and aesthetic
needs for some individuals.

Therefore, where all primary

needs are being provided equally along the continuum,

dif f erences in personal aesthetic and social structural
preferences may imf luence people to settle in a mixture of
rural, urban and mixed rural/urban home environments.

In

reality, primary needs such as employment and options in job

opportunities are not normally unif orm along the continuum
but are generally concentrated in more densely populated urban
areas.

Thus, a person may love the small mountain town

where she was raised, but if jobs able to support her are

not available, she will move to fulfill these primary needs.
"Quality of life" and "development" can then be seen as a

region's

ability to fulfill its citizens' hierarchical

needs ,
As Johann Von Thunen noticed as far back as the 1800's,

economic activities tend to specialize and concentrate in a

landscape based on resource availability and transportation
convenience to markets.

Added with Alfred Weber's

agglomeration concept where industries and their suppliers
tend towards clustering for increased economic ef f iciency,

cities develop within a region and create a level of
economic opportunity not f ound in other socioeconomic zones
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(Berry, Conkling and Ray 1987).

In such manner, disparities

arise between regions and areas within regions.
Furthermore, from a Marxist view, 'capital grows in one

place to a huge mass in a single hand because it has in
another place been lost by many' (Smith 1984).

Regional

developme_rit in this perspective is the method by which a

society manages exploitation of marginal areas and their
populace for the needs of more developed areas.
Dif fering Approaches to Measuring Development

Once the concept of development has been defined, the

regional development researcher must then determine the
method by which to measure development.

Although Gross

National Product (GNP) is the primary indicator used on an

international basis to judge comparative development, the

United Nations and private researchers now believe that this
sole economic indicator is too narrow.

Other indicators

utilizing domestic need and infrastructural investments as
well as measures that subtract social and environmental costs
are advocated (Henderson 1991).

Looking to more social

measures, a trend is developing which calls for greater

usage of interactive, aggregative data instead of single
variable indicators.

In this way, by combining social and

economic indicators bias towards a purely economic view is
partially corrected (Henderson 1990).
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International Measures
These emerging trends have led the United Nations to
create its Human Development Index (HDI) (Fig. 3.2-D).

Starting in 1990, the United Nations (UN) has switched to
the HDI to measure development among the world's countries.

The HDI is an aggregative index of three variables:

adult

literacy, per capita gross domestic product (GDP) , and life
expectancy (UNDP 1990).

For the 1991 report, adjustments

have been made in the literacy and per capita GDP f actors to

improve the index.

Thus, adult literacy rate has been

combined with mean years of schooling to create the

education attainment indicator.

In turn, per capita real

GDP has been adjusted for poverty rates.

As well, the 1991

Human Development Report includes the new Freedom Index

where personal liberty in the world's nations is computed
via 40 different indicators.

The Freedom Index is separate,

however, from the Human Development Index.

Also, countries'

rankings on a host of socioeconomic variables are included

in the report but are not calculated in the HDI itself (UNDP
1991) .

It is interesting to note that Sweden ranked second
to the highest on the HDI in 1990 but has dropped to fourth
place in 1991.

The United States achieves the 19th highest

HDI score in 1990 but rises to seventh place in 1991.

On

the Freedom Index, Sweden ties with Denmark as the country

with the most freedoms.

The United States on the other hand
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holds the 13 (or 14th) position with Australia.

The United

States' capital punishment laws, social and economic

inequality among ethnic minorities and laws making

homosexuality between consenting adults illegal helps to
lower its score. This turn to an aggregative index enhances

in the view of the UN development specialists the ability to
measure progress on an international scale (UNDP 1991).

The

HDI exemplifies the utility of multi-variable, aggregative
Table 3. 2. --International Continua
A.

Fourth world

Third world

First/Second world

I----------------------I---------------------------I

8.

Lesser

Resource

Newly

Developed Wealthy
Countries Countries

Wealthy

Industrialized Industrialized
Countries
Countries

I-----------------I-------------I------------------I
C.

Rostow' s Continuum

Traditional

Pre-condition
TO Take-off

Take-Of f

Drive to

High

Maturity Mass
Consumption

I---------------I---------------I---------I--------I
(Source:

D.

Rostow 1971)

United Nations Human Develo ment Index

Low
Human

Deve lopment
Scores:

0.00

Medi urn
Human

Deve lopment
0.50

High

Human

Development
1.00

I------------------------I-------------------------I
(Source:

UNDP 1991)

measurements of development whether on the international,

national or regional level.

Furthermore, the gradations in

development scores for the world's nations points to the
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existence of a socioeconomic continuum on an international

level at a larger scale.
Other continua are commonly in use when discussing

development on the international scale.

These models,

however, are not generally spatially defined.

Indeed, the

First World/Fourth World continua in Table 3.2 model A is

based on politico-economic categories.

Likewise, the

continuum in Table 3.2 model 8 includes countries arranged

by their resource and industrial base.

Finally, Rostow's

continuum is more a description of stages and their inherent

gradations in development levels in a process of national
economic development.

As a whole, although not spatially

delineated, these dif ferent models emphasize the range along
which a country or region may progress.

Inherent in all

these models is the concept of development as a clef inable

continuum presenting potentials I or socioeconomic
deve lopment .
National Measures

Continua are also utilized on the national scale.

As

Table 3.3 shows, continua based on several characteristics
have been developed for use on the national scale.

Table

3.3 model A is a continua created by Butler for the Office
of Management and Budget based on population figures.

continuum thus clef ines a rural to urban gradation scale
(Butler 1983).

Likewise, Table 3.3 model 8 portrays a

This
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Swedish model originally constructed on the small parish

level to reveal quality of lif e and living choice conditions
in a graduated range from rural to urban environments.

This

model is the direct precursor to the Socioeconomic Continuum
Model shown as model C in Table 3.3 (Johannisson, Persson

and Wiberg 1989).

Thus, the continuum as a modeling form

extends f ron the international to national and even smaller
scales .
Table 3.3.--National Level Continua
A. Butler Rural-Urban Continuum Codin
Urban Populations :
<2,500

2,500-19,999

20,000-250,000

1 million+

I-------------I---------------I--------------------I
(Source:

Butler 1983)

8. Johannisson Persson and Wiber
Rural ,
Urbanizing
Rural Area
Rural Area

Continuum
Urban
Zone

I----------------------I---------------------------I
(Source:

C.

Johannisson, Persson and Wiberg 1989)

Socioeconomic Continuum Model

Peripheral

Intermediate

Zone

Socioeconomic

Zone

-

Core

Zone

I-----------------------I--------------------------I
(Source:

Chan

Gade and Jones 1991)

According to the literature, on a national scale, per
capita income is used as the traditional and reliable
measure of development within a country (Gade 1991).

Considering the arguments against single variable

indicators on the international level, the use of an
aggregative mix of social and economic variables on a
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Iiational or regional scale is appropriate when trying to
determine a picture of development presumably closer to

reality.

Thus, this thesis utilizes an aggregating

statistical tool, factor analysis, to matrix a variety of
socioeconomic variable data.

Drawing from an investigation

of the pertinent literature, factor analysis is a tool used
previously in describing and clef ining regional development
patterns (Gade 1972).

As well as factor analysis, cluster analysis is also
used by the researcher to clef ine areas of similar

characteristics.

In this way, the North Carolinian counties

and Swedish municipalities are statistically grouped

according to similar characteristics into the dif f erent
socioeconomic zones.

Although any breaks in a continuum are

artificial to some extent, this mathematical procedure takes
the researcher out of the clustering process and lessens the
degree of bias imposed on breaks within a continuum.

The

suggestion for cluster analysis comes from Richard Morrill's
work on regional demographic structure showing the
usefulness of cluster analysis (Morrill 1990).
Develo ment Continua and Factor Anal

The use of f actor analysis to demonstrate the existence
of a continuur` of development dates back at least to the
late 1950's with the work of Ginsberg and his Atlas of
Economic Develo ment (Ginsberg 1961).

In this atlas,
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Ginsberg uses factor analysis of various demographic,

economic and social indicators to create a continuum of

development on the country level based on two f actors
extracted from the data (Ginsberg 1961).

factor analysis frequently in his works.

Berry also uses

He terms his

studies as 'factorial ecology' (Berry, Conklin and Ray
1987).

On the regional development front, factor analysis

is also utilized as in Gade's study of northern Norway (Gade

1972).

Thus, the concept of factor analysis as a tool for

creating and clef ining a continuum is widely observed in the

pertinent geographic literature.
Develo ment of the Socioeconomic Continuum Model

As discussed above, Ginsberg's work represents an early

usage of socioeconomic variables to clef ine a development
continuum (Ginsberg 1961).

In turn, this concept in the

field of geography influences the work of Johannisson,
Persson and Wiberg in Skellefteaa Municipality.

There,

gradations in quality of lif e and home environment choices
are observed on the small parish scale.

As Table 3.3 model

C shows, the Swedish researchers define the socioeconomic

landscape into three general categories along a rural-urban
continuum.

Uniquely, their work focuses not on either the marginal
areas or the urban zones but on the intermediate zone.

In

their study, the Swedes f ind an intermediate zone connecting
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rural and urban areas. This 'urbaniserad glesbygd,' or
'urbanizing rural area,' mixes quality of life

characteristics of both urban and rural areas (Johannisson,
Persson and Wiberg 1989) .

Af ter presentation of this work on Sweden at a
conference on marginal areas, this change of focus to the

intermediate zones of the continuum initiated a joint
comparative research study by Ulf Wiberg of the Centre f or
Regional Science (Umeaa University, Umeaa, Sweden) , Lars

olof Persson of the Expert Group for Research on Regional
Development (Stockholm, Sweden) , and Ole Gade of the

Department of Geography and Planning (Appalachian State
University, Boone, NC, USA).

With Ole Gade as advisor, Jane

Chang's thesis and this present one by the author also

furthers research into the intermediate zones.

Altogether,

this research continues to develop the socioeconomic

continuum and the unique potentialities of the Intermediate
Socioeconomic Zone.

The following section will expand on

developments in the theory impacting this thesis.
The initial paper by Gade (1991) on modeling the ISEZ
and by Chang, Gade and Jones (1991) on applying the concept

to North Carolina f inds that gradations in development do

exist and can be clef ined by f actor and cluster analysis
(Fig. 3.1).

In fact, two factors largely delineate the

continuum in North Carolina:

and living conditions.

professional skill development

As well, divisions exist
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statistically within the three basic continuum
classifications of periphery, ISEZ and core.

Carolina, three types of core areas are found.

In North

Primary

cores are dynamic metropolitan areas, powerhouses of growth
(Chang, Gade and Jones 1991).

Although the theoretical

modeling by Gade allows I or a dip in development in the

declining central cities of the American context, primary
cores have the highest levels of development (Gade 1991).

The North Carolina study also clef ines secondary cores of

lower development and tertiary cores where public investment

outweighs private investment.

These tertiary cores are

counties where military bases or public universities create
levels of development not otherwise sustainable in these
areas.

Moreover, the ISEZ statistically divides into two

sub-categories:

ISEZ 1 areas with higher levels of

development than ISEZ 2 counties.

Finally, the study

clef ines the periphery to exist in three sub-categories
ref lecting dif ferent conditions such as mountain counties
and coastal counties (Chang, Gade and Jones 1991).

These

sub-categories may ref lect the four classifications of rural
areas suggested by Gade (Gade 1991)(Table 3.4).

Gade

believes most rural spaces can be classif led as competitive
regions (Gade 1991).

Indeed,

application of this system to

the study of North Carolina shows that the peripheral
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Table 3.4.--A Classification System of Rural Areas

ions
rural areas not ef f ectively
connected to the larger socioeconomic system

ions: rural areas tied into the larger
socioeconomic network but unable to compete ef f ectively

2)Declinin

3 ) Com etitive Re ions:
are ef I ectively linked to the
larger network of development and depict the expected
conditions of a distance decay function f rom urban
centers

ecialized Re ions : contain some unique attribute
such as mining, forestry or cultural/environmental

attraction to tourism
Source:

Ole Gade 1991.

counties of the western mountain region share f eatures of
both lagging regions and specialized regions (tourism).

Importantly, this classification scheme illustrates the need
for tailoring regional development investments in rural

areas f or the special characteristics of these individual
areas ,

Theoretically, Gade visualizes the greater potentials
f or development investment to be within the areas of
interface (1) between the ISEZ and the core zones and at the

interface (2) of the ISEZ and the peripheral zones (Fig.
3.2).

Whereas research in North Carolina finds great

inequality in such areas as income, health care and living

conditions, these conditions are more equitable nationwide
in the Swedish social welfare state.

Thus, in the Swedish

context, access to services are a primary measure of
development (Gade 1991) . Whereas the ISEZ can provide a

commuting zone of higher incomes f or peripheral zone workers
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Flow Along the Socioeconomic Continuum
Source:
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in North Carolina, in Sweden the ISEZ has population

thresholds able to support a more developed amenities

inf rastructure .
Moreover, although planners have attempted to raise

quality of lif e gradients in marginal areas by direct
investment, these efforts have been largely unsuccessful.
One reason is that whereas total revenues decline with
distance away from urban markets, total production costs

rise.

Thus, production facilities in marginal areas

generally have production costs greater than revenues (Gade
1991).

With this uncompetitive situation, production

facilities can only remain open with subsidies, very low
labor costs or access to a needed resource.

In this way,

the business of f sets high production costs by some special

attribute of the location.
contain such attributes.

Unfortunately, few rural areas
Considering the current advantages

of core zones, the best hope for marginal areas' development
is the ISE zone.

ional Plannin
North Carolina.

roaches

For much of the early part of this

century, North Carolina witnessed the outmigration of its

citizens f rom peripheral and rural areas to cities either in
the Piedmont or out-of -state.

The western mountain counties

and agricultural regions of the eastern coastal plain were
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the principal points of origin for this outmigration.
North Carolina was not, however, alone in these problems but

shared them with many Southeastern states as well as the
states sharing the Appalachia region.

Thus, in 1965 the

f ederal government acted to clef ine and aid areas needing

economic assistance to raise quality of life standards and
stabilize emigration.

This Public Works and Economic

Development Act of 1965 clef ined regions of need by seven
variables (Table 3.5).

By 1969, western North Carolina was included in the
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) and eastern North

Table 3.5.--Criteria for Defining Economic Development
Regions: Public Works and Economic
Development Act of 1965

1 )high unemployment
2)low income

3)low levels of infrastructure in housing, health
care and education
4)economic dominance of declining, single

industries

5)substantial emigration of labor, capital or both
6)low growth rate of productivity
7)adverse effects from changing production,

technology, or national defense facilities

(Source:

Hoover 1971)

Carolina became a portion of the less well-known Coastal
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Plains Regional Commission.

The ARC primarily stimulated

development in Appalachia by construction of roads to

I acilitate transportation of goods and labor to the region
(Hoover 1971).

Rural industrialization was also pushed via

federal and state subsidies (NC DOA 1972).

In all, however,

the emphasis on rural industrialization met the same
discrepancies between production costs and revenue discussed
earlier.

Removal of government subsidies and increased

transportation costs due to rising oil prices resulted in
the closing of many rural industries by the late 1970's.
Moreover, the ARC road investments have not been shown to be

influential in aiding development.

Indeed, many critics

have said these roads simply encouraged emigration I ron the
region (Hoover 1971).

On the state level, regional development strategies
began around 1970 with the division of North Carolina's

counties into 17 state planning regions by order of Governor
Robert Scott, a Democrat.

These planning regions developed

into the Council of Governments (COGs) existent today and

comprising multi-county planning cooperative efforts.

In

1972's Second Annual Re ort from the North Carolina Council

on State Goals and Policy, three goals were outlined to lead
statewide development policies.

First, North Carolina was

to establish and maintain a lead in per capita income among

Southern states as well as close the gap between the State
and national income averages.

Secondly, all parts of the
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State were to share equally in this development.

And

f inally, development should not occur in the State at the
detriment of the environment nor equal opportunity f or all
citizenry (NC Council on State Goals and Policy 1973) .

Soon after issue of this report, Governor Scott signed
f or release his Statewide Develo ment Polic

This policy

designated a hierarchy of growth centers within the 17 COGs.

Each COG contained at least one regional center consisting

of the area's major city or cities.

Smaller urban places

were designated area centers with urban centers,
governmental service centers and employment centers also
being assigned to smaller communities within each COG.

In

turn, each COG was to develop its own regional development
strategy (NC DOA 1972).

Unfortunately, the COGs were given

no taxing or administrative powers to uphold their plans.
Moreover, the governorship switched to Republican

governor, James Holshouser, in the next election.

He called

for a new development policy which emphasized more of an

industrialization strategy.

By the time this report was

finished, however, Democratic Governor Jim Hunt, Jr. was

elected.

Hunt again changed the development policy by

targeting available federal development funds by a regional
balance ratio (RBR), a type of needs index.

The RBR was
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derived as a ratio:
Regional balance ratio=

% of total

obs in a re

% of total state working population in a region
Thus, a score of 1.0 would show balanced growth with higher

scores showing greater concentration of growth in an area.

Hunt' s development strategies unfortunately were also never

largely implemented af ter the election of a Republican
governor in the 1980's.

Governor Martin, the current

governor, has not created a replacement policy and general

regional development strategies are somewhat adrif t in the
State (Gade 1991).

Sweden.

Regional planning began in Sweden in the 1960s

when diminishing employment in agriculture and f orestry

resulted in emigration f ron northern Sweden to the
industrial south by a figure of almost 10,000 annually
(Swedish Institute, ''Fact Sheets on Sweden:
Regional Policy" 1988).

Swedish

The late 1960's saw central

government development policy involved in the expansion and

improvement of the transportation inf rastructure as well as
support f or industrialization and improvement of basic
services.

In other words, the Swedish approach at this time

was quite similar to the work of the Appalachian Regional
Commission in western North Carolina.
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The mid-1970's, however, brought sweeping changes to

the Swedish administrative structure.

During this period

the number of municipalities was reduced from around 1,000

to 284.

Thus, municipalities became functional

administrative units actively involved in the expansion of
the social welfare state services (Gade, Persson and Wiberg
1991)(Bylund 1989).

In turn, this reorganization brought on

the decentralization of the social welf are bureaucracy to
the municipal level.

With the shift of administration of

services to the local level, job opportunities in the public
service swelled and helped to stabilize rural out-migration
(Bylund 1989; 1991) (Swedish Institute, ''Fact Sheets on
Sweden:

Swedish Regional Policy" 1988).

The phase from 1976-1985 was characterized by a move by

the central government to remove itself and initiate local
bottom-up planning.

Stress in marginal areas was placed on

developing local entrepreneurship (Gade, Persson, Wiberg
1991; Swedish Institute, ''Fact Sheets on Sweden:

Swedish

Regional Policy" 1988) .

Since 1985, Swedish regional policy has focused on

networking the entire country and especially marginal areas
into the information age.

An emphasis is placed on

decentralizing higher and special education as well as
diffusion of technology.

Competence in regions in crisis is

the keyword for current development policy.

The Swedish

government believes that competence and quality will lead to
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longterm development instead of stop-gap reactions.

For

peripheral areas and declining inner urban areas, several

measures are available for facilitating reconstruction.
Retraining workers and intensifying labor market policies
are one such measure.

Another measure is the allocation of

extra funding to areas to support entrepreneurial ventures.
Altogether, as a contrast to North Carolina which has
developed numerous policies and rarely fully implemented
them, Sweden has a strong regional planning and development

policy which has undergone adjustments over the last quarter
of a century.
Comparison.

A comparison of planning policies in North

Carolina and Sweden reveals considerable differences.
Whereas Sweden has developed and implemented a systemized

regional policy, North Carolina's planning policies are
programs developed on the local level generally.

Except for

a few functional areas such as transportation, health and
education, North Carolina lacks a systemized, statewide
planning policy.

Moreover, while the Swedish government has

created an administrative and inf rastructural network to
implement planning policies, North Carolina has no such
system in place (Bylund 1991).

Only the Council of

Governments (COGs) come close to any type of organized,

systematic planning authority, and by design these
organizations are weak.

Since COG off icials are not
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elected, they cannot levy taxes, and COGs are dependent on

member counties and municipalities for funding.
Comparatively, North Carolina represents an example of a

decentralized, reactive planning environment as opposed to
the highly systemized planning approach of the Swedish

authorities .
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•=HAPTER IV

EXAMINING THE UNDERLYING CHARACTER OF DEVELOPMENT

Research Methodolo

The statistical methodology f or this work comes mainly

from the areas of factor and cluster analysis.

These

mathematical tools are f airly well-known through the works
of many geographers such as Berry and Ginsberg (Berry,
Conklin and Ray 1987; Ginsberg 1961).

These procedures are

easily accessible to geographers and regional planners.
Units of Anal

Imf ormation for this paper is based on the county level in
North Carolina and on the municipality ("kommun" in Swedish)

level in Sweden.

These units are chosen for their

comparable areal size, and American readers familiar with
"municipality" used as a term f or a smaller urban unit

should not confuse this use with the Swedish county-scaled
municipality.

In turn, Swedish readers may be familiar with

the term "county" used as the English translation of "laen",

an administrative unit more readily comparable to the scale

of the regional council area or traditional province level

in the Europe.

It is critical to avoid cross-cultural

confusion of these unit terms.
Within the American counties are subunits termed

townships in North Carolina.

Swedish municipalities are

also further divided into parishes.

The use of the county
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and municipality units are perhaps not the best f or showing
the graduated spatial patterns of development.

Indeed,

MCFarland' s work on population dynamics in northwestern

North Carolina on the township level clearly points out that
considerable dif f erences exist in development within
counties (MCFarland,1986).

Likewise, research in

Skellef teaa Municipality on the parish level shows
emphatically the gradations f ron an urban zone through an

urbanizing rural area into a rural area within the
Municipality (Johannisson, Persson and Wiberg 1989).

Counties and municipalities, however, are the smallest

comparable administrative units containing complete data I or

both study areas.

This particular scale of analysis will

reveal the possibly considerable spatial variations f ound
within the chosen units of analysis.

So that in certain

instances peripheral counties or municipalities may lie
adjacent to growth cores without evidence of any intervening
section of the socioeconomic continuum.

As well, since the

data in this research utilizes averages for counties and
municipalities, large units containing a well-known urban

core may be statistically overshadowed by data I ron the
surrounding countryside.

Thus, the county/municipality as a

whole may average out as part of the ISEZ although the urban

center itself may register as a Core Zone in a study based

on smaller data units.

Internal differences in development

may account for these effects.
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This study will use the 100 counties constituting the
state of North Carolina (Fig. 2.1) and 131 municipalities
(Figs. 2.4) in central and northern Sweden.

The Stockholm

metropolitan area itself is broken into nulnerous small
municipalities which would register as Core Zones although

they are actually suburbs of the Stockholm Core.

Analysis

of the gradations and dif f erences within this area is beyond

this initial comparative study.

Further research on the

socioeconomic continuum within the Stockholm metropolitan

area would undoubtedly be valuable, but for this work, the
25 municipalities of Stockholm County have been aggregated

into two units:

Stockholm (including Stockholm Municipality

and its 23 suburbs in Stockholm County) as well as the

northern, rural municipality of Norrtaelje.

Thus, the

Swedish study area will consist of 108 data units.
Moreover, this study covers data for Sweden for three
target years:

1970, 1980 and 1990.

Because the Swedish

municipalities have undergone redistricting and renaming in
some cases, complete data coverage for all municipalities is
not possible for 1970 and 1980.

For the target year 1970,

19 municipalities do not exist in their present form.

As

well, three municipalities in Vaesterbotten County are
missing from the data set for most variables in 1980 for the

same redistricting reasons.

Still, considering the size of

the data set, the missing data will not unduly affect the
analysis .
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Choice of Variables

Enlarging on the traditional use of Per Capita Income in

the literature as a useful and of ten reliable indicator of
development in the technologically advanced countries (Gade
1991), a data set of twelve independent variables was

collected for the Swedish study area.

The choice of these

Table 4.1.--Independent Variables Collected for Three
Target Years*

Description
Distance to Next Higher Order City

Abbreviation
DIST

% Population in Agriculture/Forestry PRIM

Years

1970, 1980, 1990

1970, 1980, 1985

% Population in Manuf acturing

SEC

1970,

1980,

1985

% Population in Private Services

TER

1970,

1980,

1985

% Population in Public Services

QUA

1970,

1980,

1985

% Housing Which Is Overcrowded

0VERCR 1970,

1980, 1985

Population Density

DENS

1970,

1980,

1987

Median Income

MEDINC 1970,

1980,

1990

Youth Dependency

YOUTH

1970,

1980,

1990

Elderly Dependency

OLD

1970,

1980,

1990

DAYNATT 1975,

1980,

1985

Day to Night Population Ratio
Total Population Change

NE"

1973,1981,1987

*See Appendix A for further descriptions and sources of
variables .

twelve base variables is tied to the initial study of North
Carolina by Chang, Gade and Jones.

This work used multiple

regression as a statistical tool to extract seven variables
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with high loadings against Per Capita Income (Chang, Gade

and Jones 1991).

Using this study, the author collected a

comparable data set in Sweden during the summer of 1990.

These variables were carefully chosen to show f ixed

socioeconomic characteristics as well as the important
dynamic flow element of commuting and migration. The

variables in Table 4.1 provided data for all three target
years.

Due to the availability of data, information from

the closest available year was chosen where data was not

already available for the three specific target years.
Table 4.2.--Additional Variables Used in Complementary
Analysis*

Description
Unemployment Rate (January)

% Population Over 25 Who Have

Completed Gymnasium

Abbreviation
UNEMP
GYM

Years
1980,1990
1989

% Population Over 25 Who Have
Education Past Gymnasium
AFTGYM

1989

Per Capita Government Subsidy

1986

PCGOV

*See Appendix A for further descriptions and sources of
variables .

Other variables were also available f or target years
1980 and 1990 which were not available for 1970 (Table 4.2).

Thus, unemployment data for January 1980 and January 1990

were included in a separate analysis of development where

unemployment f igures were added to the twelve initial
variables.

Likewise, two education variables, GYM and
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AFTGYM, as well as PCGOV and UNEMP were used to calculate a

more complete view of socioeconomic development for target

year 1990.

Therefore, the full sixteen variable analysis of

1990 comes closest to the variables utilized in the North
Carolina analysis.

Altogether, these variables cover a variety of aspects
such as demographics, urbanization, education, labor
structure, income and commuting.

As well, this Swedish data

compares to the similar data used to analyze North
Carolinian development.
Table 4.3.--Comparison of North Carolinian and Swedish
Variables for 1990 Target Year

North Carolina

Sweden

High School Graduation Rate 1980

GYM,

Retail Sales 1982

TEE 1985

Elderly Dependency 1986

OLD 1986

Unemploylnent Rate 1982

UNEMP 1990

Overcrowded Housing Rate 1980

0VERCR 1985

Per Capita Income 1987

MEDINC 1990

AFTGYM 1989

% People Below Poverty Level 1979

Physicians/100, 000 Population
(N.C. Variable Source:

Chan

Gade and Jones 1991)

As Table 4.3 shows, the eight variables in the initial
North Carolina study correspond to similar Swedish variables
except in the cases of % Below Poverty Level and Physicians

per 100,000 Population.

These variables in the Swedish
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context are difficult to match to corresponding measures.
With the Swedish social welfare state, government subsidies,
income equalization payments and socialized medicine remove

much of the inequality in these measurements.

Thus,

statistics on the municipality level are not available
according to the Swedish Central Statistics Bureau.

In

exchange, the author has substituted Per Capita Government
Subsidies (PCGOV) as a measurement.

Moreover, other

variables are included in the Swedish analysis to enhance

visualization of the f actors creating the socioeconomic
continuum in the Swedish context.

Statistical Procedure
After collection of the Swedish data, the SPSSx

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences-version X) was

used to manipulate the data (SPSSx User's Guide

1986).

For

North Carolina, the statistical findings can be found in the
initial studies of the state (Chang, Gade and Jones 1991;

Chang 1991). Primary statistics for all variables were
computed and compared to values for each variable in each of

the three target years.

Beyond this step, all procedures

were conducted based on the standard twelve variable data

set collected for each of the three target years.

Each

procedure was also performed on 1990's sixteen variable data

set. For each target year's data set, a stepwise multiple
regression analysis was perf ormed on the variables to
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extract variables with high loadings to MEDINC.

Upon

completion of this procedure, which pointed out which

variables were key ones, all variables were entered into a

factor analysis to f ind underlying factors inf luencing
socioeconomic development variations among the units of

analysis.

Several factors for each target year's data set

were extracted and analyzed.

Finally, cluster analyses of

the three data sets were utilized to show the dif ferent
socioeconomic zones along statistically calculated breaks.
The author perf ormed analyses of the results f or each step
of the methodological procedure.
Stepwise Multiple Regression

A stepwise multiple regression procedure was perf ormed

on the data set to extract the variables most inf luencing
variations in the critical variable of median income.

This

procedure f ocused the analysis on the variables with the

greatest statistical strength to explain income variability
out of the rather large data set.
Depending on the particular target year, multiple
regression analysis to the .05 tolerance level extracted
f rom six to eight independent variables which contribute
most to explaining the variance in Median Income.

In the

stepwise regression procedure, each independent variable is

entered into the equation in order of its power to explain
the dependent variable's variance (Chang, Gade and Jones
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1991) . Table 4.4 shows the eight independent variables which
explain almost 91 percent of the variance of MEDINC in 1970.

Table 4.4.--Summary of Stepwise Regression for Dependent
Variable MEDINC (Median Income)

1970 Target Year

Variable

Step Entered

PRIM
TER
DENS
OLD
QUA

SEC
DAYNATT
YOUTH

Model R Square
0.58701
0.74586
0.82244
0.85435
0.88028
0.89195
0.90374
0.90823

Table 4.5, in turn, points out that only seven
variables are extracted in the 1980 data set.

If UNEMP

(Unemployment Rate, January 1980) is included in the

regression, UNEMP is extracted as the eighth independent
variable with a model R square of .83948.

Thus, the seven

standard independent variables extracted for 1980 explain
82% of the variance in MEDINC.

This explanatory power

increases to almost 84% if UNEMP is included in the

equation.
Similarly, Table 4.6 shows the six independent
variables which explain 85% of MEDINC's variance in 1990.

Inclusion of UNEMP for the 1990 regression equation does not

change the loadings or variables extracted.
When a regression analysis is perf ormed on the 1990

Swedish data set including the f ull sixteen variables

Table 4.5.--Summary of Stepwise Regression for Dependent
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Variable MEDINC (Median Income)

1980 Target Year

Variable

Step Entered

Model R Square

TER
PRIM

0.52081
0 . 68713
0.73270
0.78183
0.80024
0.81494
0.82922

QUA

DENS
DAENATT
OLD
YOUTH

Table 4.6.--Summary of Stepwise Regression for Dependent
Variable MEDINC (Median Income)

1990 Target Year

Variable

Step Entered

Model R Square
0.64395
0.77567
0.81116
0.83508
0.84914

OLD

PRIM
TER

DENS
OVERCR

0 . 8S484

Table 4.7.--Sulrmary of Stepwise Regression for Dependent
Variable MEDINC (Median Income)

1990 Target Year with full 16 variable equation

Variable

Step Entered

OLD

Model R Square
0.64395
0.77567
0.82621
0 . 85170
0.86594

PRIM

AFTGYM
DENS
YOUTH

available (Table 4.7), a considerably different set of

variables are extracted.

Thus, the higher education

variable, AFTGYM, replaces TER, private services.
YOUTH replaces OVERCR and QUA.

Also,

Altogether, as was found in

the North Carolina study, education is a key variable to
explain development (Chang, Gade and Jones,1990).
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Factor Anal

Using the variables discussed above, a factor analysis
was perf ormed on the three Swedish data sets f or the three
target years:

1970, 1980, and 1990.

The standardized

twelve variables available f or all three years were used f or

these analyses.

In addition, the full, sixteen variable,

1990 data set was also utilized`in a factor analysis.

All

f actors were rotated according to the direct oblimin
rotation (SPSSx User's Guide

2nd Ed.1986).

The author

chose this rotation based on the previous work on North
Carolina by Jane Chang (Chang 1990).

As well, the direct

oblimin rotation adjusts for correlations between f actors
(Hedderson 1987) .
1970 Tar et Year,

Factor analysis extracts three

factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 (Table 4.8).
With MEDINC's communality of 0.90393, these three factors

explain 81% of the variance of median income in Sweden in
1970.

Factor 1 loads most heavily on OLD, MEDINC and YOUTH.

OLD, however, loads negatively on this factor.

Examining

the loadings, it is apparent that Factor 1 describes the
condition where average median incomes rise as one

approaches a more heavily populated urban core where incommutation is higher.

As well, a more youthful population

dominates in cities with rural areas lef t with citizens
aging in place and working in economies more based on
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agriculture and forestry.

Thus, this factor can be

interpreted as ''access to urban labor markets."
Table 4.8.--Rotated Factor Pattern (OBLIMIN Rotation)
1970 Data*

Variable

Factor 1

PRIM

-0.67078

DENS
MEDINC
YOUTH
OLD
DAYNATT

TER

Factor 2

Factor 3
0.70794

0.66552
0.74485
0.74298

-0 . 89740
0.69011

QUA

OVERCR

DIST

-0 . 57963

-0.78013
-0.86638
0 . 52099

SEC

*only loadings greater than 0.50 are shown
Variance Ex |ained b
Eigenvalue
4.43258
2.39722
1.50642

0.61437
0.89003
-0.54157

Each Factor
Percent of Variance
36.9
20.0
12.6

Similarly, Factor 2 points out that as both private and
public amenities decline, overcrowded housing conditions

increase.

Service amenities is thus interpreted to equal

service sector employment. This factor suggests that

construction services and the quality of housing associated

with urban areas able to support private and public services

are not as readily available to citizens dwelling outside of
areas supporting full service infrastructures.

Therefore,

Factor 2 can be described as ''access to services." Finally,

Factor 3 is interpreted at ''access to a manufacturing labor
market."

Considering that in the 1970's developed countries
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and planning strategies still depended heavily on
manufacturing, these loadings are not surprising: agrarian
economies increasingly dominate with distance I rom higher

order cities where manufacturing jobs and their higher
paying wages are located.
In 1970, socioeconomic development was tied closely to

underlying factors of access.

Outmigration as shown by

total population changes from 1970 to 1980 reveal that most

Swedish municipalities experienced a loss of population.

In

fact, in 1970, the total population change mean was -0.83, a

net loss.

Seventeen municipalities experienced population

losses from 5 to 22%.

Thus, factor analysis and individual

variable data point to an emigration of young people away

f ron the rural f arming peripheral zones into the ISE- and
core zones where services, higher wages and manufacturing

jobs could be found.

Marginal municipalities were left with

older populations employed in a more agrarian labor market.

It is interesting to note, however, that even in 1970,
commutation was important as revealed in Factor 1.

Thus,

Swedes commuted into job opportunities in either urban

centers or resource rich peripheral areas.
1980 Tar et Year.

As with the 1970 data, three factors

are extracted from the 1980 data.

With a communality of

0.87917 for MEDINC, the three factors with eigenvalues
greater than 1.0 explains 75% of MEDINC's variance.

factors are given in Table 4.9.

These
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Factor 1 can be interpreted as a ''rural aging in place"
factor where families have moved to more urban areas.

This

I actor leaves the areas more distant I ron cities with older
populations more dependent on forestry or agriculture.

In

many respects, Factor 1 (1980) is similar to Factor 1 for
1970 with a separation of the young and old between more

urban and more rural areas.

In turn, Factor 2 for the 1980 data is tied to services
as is Factor 2 for the 1970 data. This factor is also an
''access to services" effect. Commutation ties in positively

to areas with high levels of service employment and higher
incomes.

Thus, Factor 2 points out the access via commuting

Table 4.9.--Rotated Factor Pattern (OBLIMIN Rotation)
1980 Data*

Variable

Factor 1

DIST
PRIM

-0.62380
-0 . 56351

SEC
TER

QUA
NETM
DENS
DAYNATT
MEDINC
YOUTH
OLD

0.70904

0.85265
-0.80653

Factor 2

Factor 3
0.70790
-0.87078

0.85519
0 . 82499

-0.65596
0.66550
0.81656

-0 . 57606

*only loadings greater than 0.50 are shown
Variance Ex |ained b
Eigenvalue
4.10054
2.67866
1.47439

Each Factor
Percent of Variance
34.2
22.3
12.3
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to services and higher incomes f ound in a gradation I ron

peripheries to urban cores.
Factor 3 for 1980 is almost the reverse of Factor 3 for
the 1970 data:

''access to a manufacturing labor market."

For instance,1980's Factor 3 shows that as employment in

farming and forestry increases, there is a decrease in
manufacturing employment, population densities and incomes.

Clearly, this factor points out the sectorial employment
changes that occur as one journeys from an urban to more

rural area. Thus, Factor 3 can also said to be described as
''access to manufacturing labor market."
As with the factor analysis of the 1970 data, the 1980

factors are quite similar.

They as well point out the

underlying aspects of access to cities, services and
manufacturing jobs/wages.
1990 Tar et Year

Factor analysis of

(12 variables).

the basic twelve variable data set extracts f our f actors
with eigenvalues greater than 1.0.

Altogether, these four

factors explain 81% of MEDINC (Median Income) variance.

These factors are summarized in Table 4.10.
As with Factor 1 for the 1970 and 1980 data sets,

Factor 1 for the 1990 data also portrays the dichotomous

ef f eats of agrarian rural areas with higher proportions of
the elderly against more youthful, wealthier populations in
more densely populated municipalities.

be described as "access to cities."

Again, Factor 1 can

Yet, it should also be
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noted that the similar factors for 1970 and 1980 explained

larger percentages of variance.

It appears that the access

to cities factor has lost by 2% (4% total in the last 20

years) each decade its explanatory power of the variability

underlying all the variables.

Factor 2 supports this

proposition that commutation has begun to replace the need

to be a city resident to gain access to services and higher
incomes.

Indeed, Factor 2 points out that commuting into an

area increases as more services and service employment
Table 4.10.--Rotated Factor Pattern (OBLIMIN Rotation)
1990 Data (12 variables)*

Variable
I)ENS

DIST

MEDINC
YOUTH
OLD
DAYNATT
NETM

0VERCR
PRIM

SEC
TER

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

0.71997

-0.52762

0. 89998
0. 51786
-0.90080

0 . 63777

0 . 51791
0. 84944

-0.73105
0.80298

QUA

Factor 4

0.76678
`

0.84015

-0.84629

0.83156

*only loadings greater than 0.50 are shown
Variance Ex 1ained b
Eigenvalue
3 . 83978
2 . 48409
1.73274
1. 09061

accumulate in a given area.

Each Factor
Percent of Variance
32.0
20.7
14.4
9.1

Thus, Factor 2 can be said to

be defined as ''commutation to services."

81.

Next, Factor 3 describes something of a 'rust belt'

process in effect.

Families and total population gain are

being experienced by areas with declining percentages in
manufacturing employment.

Thus, areas with high percentages

of employment in manuf acturing are losing population as

families move out in search of job opportunities.

This

phenomena is especially prominent in the traditional
manufacturing centers of Bergslagen, southern Kopparberg
County, eastern Vaermland County, and Oerebro County.

Finally, Factor 4 can be described as a "rural

overcrowded housing" factor.

It points out that as

distances increase from urban centers, overcrowding in
housing increases as well.

Altogether, factor analyses of the three data sets
covering conditions at the beginning of three dif f erent
decades shows considerable consistency in factors.

Access

plays a key part in explaining the variations in median
income in Sweden.

Higher incomes are tied into more

populous urban areas where population thresholds can support

services, manufacturing and job opportunities not easily
maintained in rural areas.

The factor loadings as an

equation also reveal that the dif f erences between peripheral
and urban zones is incremental by nature with the ISEZ

firmly planted in the middle.

Thus, the ISEZ contains

levels of service, wages and employment better than

peripheries but not as developed as urban zones.

It is also

8,-

interesting to note that the 1990 data extracts a ''rust
belt" f actor showing the decline of aging manuf acturing

municipalities.

These same municipalities are thus better

favored in the factors for 1970 and 1980 when manufacturing

jobs resulted in better incomes and higher levels of
socioeconomic development.

By 1990, however, the transition

to a more service-oriented, tertiary economy appears to be
in evidence in Sweden.

These factors as a whole

statistically reveal underlying f actors at work creating
variations in socioeconomic development between urban cores,

ISE zones and peripheral areas as will be further developed

in the subsequent chapter.
1990 Tar et Year

(16 variables).

Inclusion of

education, unemployment and government subsidy variables

into the I actor analysis causes the equations to extract
dif f erent f actors than the ones extracted f ron the twelve
variable 1990 data set.

Four factors are extracted with

MEDINC having a communality of 0.89449.

factors explain 79% of MEDINC's variance.

Thus, these four

The four factors

extracted are summarized in Table 4.11.

As with the other factor analyses, Factor 1 for the
sixteen variable 1990 data set reveals an access to urban
cores feature.

Factor 1 reveals that unemployment, labor in

agriculture and percentages of elderly citizens increase the
further one travels f ron more densely populated zones where
education levels and incomes are higher.

Thus, the addition
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of education variables simply enhances the picture of cities
as more developed.

Factor 2 is quite interesting in revealing a growing
tourist/service economy in more marginal areas.

In Swedish

municipalities in marginal areas, per capita government
Table 4.11.--Rotated Factor Pattern (OBLIMIN Rotation)*
1990 Data (16 variables)**

Variable

Factor 1

DENS

0.62285
-0.65615
0.74697
0.78176
0.92791

DIST

G"

AFTG"

MEDINC

`|'OUTH

OLD
DAYNATT
NETM

PRIM
SEC

Factor 2

Factor 4

0.57225

-0.50189

-0.61352

-0.83448

0.89822

-0.71269

-0.88240

TER

PCGOV
QUA
UNEMP

Factor 3

0 . 60227
0.60141
0 . 67219

-0 . 59247

*failed to converge in 25 iterations
**onl |oadin
reater than 0.50 are shown

Table 4.12.--Variance Explained by Each Factor

Eigenvalue
5 .18107
2.82405
2.21460
1.20260

Percent of Variance
32.4

17.7

13.8
7.5

subsidies are greater and both public and private services
make up larger percentages of employment.

In some cases,

especially in Jaemtland County, this service employment is in
tourism related jobs.

With a more youthful population
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|`]cated in other areas, this factor points out that this
factor impacts more on marginal areas.

As in the twelve variable data set for 1990, Factor 3
points to a ''rust belt" phenomenon.

As sector employment in

manufacturing declines, total population change increases
through outmigration.
Although Factor 4 has an eigenvalue over 1.0, it

contains only one loading barely over the 0.50 cutoff point.

Therefore, its significance is not easily explained and will
not be addressed here.

With addition of the f our extra variables to f actor
analysis, the only significant changes in factors are in
some loadings and the f act that education variables are

extracted for the first factor.

Also, analysis extracts

PCGOV as important in explaining access to the service

sector in Sweden.

As with all factor analyses of the

Swedish data, access is the dominant factor component.
Cluster Anal

Cluster analyses of the data sets f or the three target
years result in groupings of the Swedish municipalities into
clusters representing similar socioeconomic development

conditions.

In some cases, this procedure delineates

several clusters showing a more complex socioeconomic

continuum than a more simplistic three category (periphery,
ISEZ, core) pattern.

As the work in North Carolina found,
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cluster analysis can distinguish between groupings of higher
and lower development within a single socioeconomic zone
(Chang, Gade and Jones 1991).

clusters:

Thus, the ISEZ may have two

one grouping with higher development bordering

core zones on the continuum and another cluster with lesser
development adjacent to peripheral areas.

To simplify

modeling for this paper, however, three category groupings

are used.

This decision is partially the result of analysis

of the 1980 and 1990 data sets where six categories are not

always readily apparent whereas three categories appear

clearly.
Methodologically, the centroid method of clustering is
used to generate this analysis.

The author chooses to use

this method based on its ef fectiveness in distinguishing
socioeconomic zones in the North Carolina study (Chang, Gade

and Jones 1991).

Discussion of the analysis of the cluster

analyses products can be found in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
THE SOCIOECONOMIC CONTINUUM IN SWEDEN AND NORTH CAROLINA

oral Chan es in the Continuum in Sweden

Cluster analyses of data for the periods of 1970, 1980
and 1990 reveal changes in the socioeconomic continuum

within these two decades.

While breaks in any continuum can

be made anywhere along its range, cluster analysis provides

the tool whereby a researcher can group areas of similar
socioeconomic conditions.

This procedure is important in

that there is a need to provide a set of meaningf ul classes
of similar conditions for analysis. Thus, cluster analysis

breaks the continuum into statistically similar zones of
socioeconomic development.

By taking snapshots of the

continuum for these three different years, comparisons of
differences and changes can be made.

These changes can

point to ways to inf luence the slope of development in an

area,
Core Zones.

In the last twenty years, Sweden's urban

core zone municipalities have remained f airly unif orm
(Fig.5.1,

Fig.

5.2,

Fig.5.3).

In a six class division of

the continuum with two core categories, however, only three

municipalities appear as strong, primary, urban cores (Fig.
5.4).

Metropolitan Stockholm is very apparent as the prime

growth center for central and northern Sweden.

Adjacent to
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this area is the small, suburban municipality of Haabo (Fig.

2.6).

Although this municipality registers as a growth

center, it is actually another suburb of Stockholm and is

statistically inf luenced by this relationship to appear as
primary core.

Similarly, the third municipality to register

as a primary core, Hamlnaroe, is also a densely populated

area embedded within the neighboring urban center of

Karlstad Municipality, and is in ef feat an extension of
Karlstad's metropolitan region.

Therefore, Stockholm can be

said to be the only true primary core in central and
northern Sweden.

On the other hand, Sweden contains several secondary

core zones.

An axis of urban centers stretches from

Stockholm to Karlstad in the west.

Other core zones are

located in the manufacturing centers of Falun and Borlaenge.

To the north, core zones generally hug the Baltic coast as
with Umeaa and Sundsvall.

Oestersund, however, is a special

case as it is located in the interior of northern Sweden.
It serves as a service center and has a considerable tourist
industry.

Among the core zones as a whole, there has only

been one addition to this group in the last two decades.

As

of the 1990 cluster analysis, the manufacturing municipality
of Karlskoga registers as a core zone.

Not only does it

have a higher than average percentage of labor in
manuf acturing and a low percentage of workers in
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agriculture, y`arlskoga Municipality is 92% urbanized
(Socialstyrelsen 1986).

Moreover, Karlskoga receives higher

government subsidies per capita than most other

municipalities in the study.

Thus, Karlskoga may represent

a tertiary core, a phenomenon found in North Carolina where

public investment elevates development levels. This
municipality registers as part of the ISEZ in 1970 and 1980.
Otherwise, the Swedish core zone has not shown any

fluctuation over the three target years used in this paper.
Intermediate Socioeconomic Zones (ISEZ).

The vital

ISE-Zones show considerable change over the last twenty
years.

In 1970, the ISEZ mainly consists of areas adjacent

to core zones in the southern portion of the study area.

In

Norrland the ISEZ appears in tight clusters around urban
cores such as Umeaa.

ISEZ in Sweden.

1980 sees a considerable change in the

At this time the global recession and

sector changes in Sweden's labor structure cause the heavily

industrialized municipalities of Bergslagen, southern
Kopparberg County and eastern Vaermland County, to register

statistically as peripheries.

High outmigration at that

time is characteristic of these areas.

Equally, although

unemployment is not calculated into this cluster analysis,
these municipalities have relatively high unemployment rates
in 1980.

As well, the six category analysis of the same

area in 1990 reveals that these areas are at the lower end
of the ISEZ portion of the continuum.

Thus, when recession
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and economic hardships hit the important single industry

emphasis of these areas, their quality of life actually
slipped into the upper peripheral end of the continuum.

Similarly, the sparsely populated municipalities of
Aelvdalen and Haerjedalen register as part of the ISEZ
instead of as peripheries.

In both 1970 and 1990, these

municipalities rate as extreme marginal areas at the end of
the socioeconomic continuum.

During the 1980's, however,

regional planning ef f orts and monies help to raise these

areas' quality of life indices.
Furthermore, Sweden's northern Baltic coast is seeing a

gradual increase in quality of life indicators.

Indeed, the

initial small clusters of ISE-Zones around urban cores has

expanded to include other adjacent municipalities north and
south of Sundsvall.

These municipalities earlier rank as

peripheries .
Altogether, the ISEZ in Sweden has witnessed the

fluctuation of several municipalities' quality of life
characteristics register as ISEZ and then decline to levels
more appropriate for the peripheral zone.

On the other

hand, other municipalities have shown a clear growth record

in quality of lif e where they have maintained or gained in
socioeconomic development.

Lyksele, Skellefteaa, and

Oernskoeldsvik in Vaesterbotten County and Nykoeping in
Soedermanland County are examples of this process.

Thus,

the ISEZ in Sweden shows clear evidence of f luctuations up
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and down the continuum.

This evidence points to the hope

that regional planners can positively influence this flux.
Peripheries.

As with the ISEZ, peripheral areas have

also undergone change in the last twenty years.

In the

1980's when economic difficulties imposed hardships on the

entire continuum, the more developed or subsidized

municipalities approached the level of development
indicators characteristic of the lesser developed ISEZ.

As

strength returned to the economy in the 1980's,

municipalities that had registered as part of the ISEZ
dropped to levels of development more characteristic of
marginal areas.

Many of the more remote peripheries have

steadily ranked as peripheral in development.
Also, the area around Umeaa points out an interesting
phenomenon.

The municipalities adjacent to Umeaa in 1970 and

1980 register as part of the ISEZ.

Indeed, in 1970

Robertsfors, Vindeln, Vaennaes and Nordmaling Municipalities
form a ring of ISEZ around Umeaa.

By 1980 this ring has

expanded to Skellefteaa, Lyksele and Oernskoeldsvik.

These

three municipalities make a strong showing as ISEZ I, or
upper level developed ISEZ, by 1990 (Fig. 5.4).

The

intervening municipalities, the original first ring around
the Umeaa core, have lowered quality of life indicators and
register in 1990 as peripheral except for suburban Vaennaes
(Fig. 5.3).

Thus, Umeaa can be seen as drawing resources

f ron its immediate hinterland without a balancing return of
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spread effects in the way of development.

As well, the

emerging centers in the second ring of ISEZ now provide

intervening opportunities and can be seen as f orming a

classic Christallerian urban hierarchy with a central city,
a ring of smaller urban centers and an intervening area of
lesser developed villages (Berry, Conklin and Ray 1987) .
The Continuum.

Altogether, changes in Sweden's

socioeconomic continuum under strong government initiatives

towards regional development show that areas close to the

juncture between socioeconomic zones do f luctuate in their
levels of development.

Although core areas appear more

fixed, the ISEZ and Periphery I Zone (Fig. 5.4) are more

dynamic with changes up and down in their relative levels of
development.

This phenomena shows that the ISEZ is

clef initely vital in regional planning and provide bases for
socioeconomic strengthening f ron which more marginal areas

can be affected.
arison of the Socioeconomic Continuum in North Carolina
and Sweden

Although similar in size and population, North Carolina

and Sweden dif fer in the pattern of their socioeconomic

continua.

To start, North Carolina has three concentrations

of primary Core Zones in an arc across the Piedmont (Fig.

5.5).

Central and northern Sweden has a single, primate,

primary core:

Stockholm (Fig. 5.4).

Similarly, secondary
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core areas intermesh across the western Piedmont of North

Carolina.

These secondary cores link together the dispersed

primary cores.

On the other hand, Sweden's system of

secondary urban cores are dispersed and only approach a
similar linkage along the Stockholm-Karlstad axis.

As well,

whereas a third type of urban center, Urban Center 2 on

Fig. 3.1, exists in North Carolina, this tertiary core is
not readily identifiable in Sweden.

In the North Carolina

context, tertiary cores represent counties where public
investment outweighs private investment.

For example, these

counties are areas of large publically-funded universities
or military bases.

In Sweden, however, large scale

transf ers of public funds to various areas means that public
investment is funneled throughout the entire continuum on a
scale unknown in the United States. Although cluster

analysis groups the Swedish urban centers into a single
category of secondary cores, tertiary core influences can be
seen in Sweden.

Indeed, the municipalities and secondary

core zones of Karlstad, Karlskoga, Oestersund, and Umeaa all

receive above average per capita government subsidy
spending.

Karlstad and Umeaa both contain large

universities, and Karlstad contains a military base as well.
Thus, especially in the case of Karlskoga, the newly arisen

secondary core, public investment plays a considerable part
in promoting high levels of development.
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Sweden also lacks the number of ISEZ 1 areas, the upper

gradations of development in the ISEZ, which North Carolina

contains.

Similarly, North Carolina with its more dispersed

population also does not show the large interior expanse of
marginal municipalities f ound in Sweden along its border
with Norway.

In the Swedish context, where income

equalization has made the slope of the continuum more

gentle, the ISEZ extends further into otherwise more
marginal areas.
When it comes to income equalization, Sweden is doing a
better job than North Carolina (Table 5.1; Table 5.2).
As Table 5.1 shows, Sweden has narrowed the range between its

wealthiest and poorest municipalities in the last twenty
years by 50.7%.

The equalization process is not only a

phenomenon between outliers in the data.

Analysis of

histograms for median income for 1970, 1980, and 1990 show

that the equalization has occurred throughout the mass of
Table 5.1.--Comparisons of Income:

1970-1990

Swedish Study Area

Median Income* (SEK=Swedish krona)
Year
1970
1980
1990

Range

Maximum

SEK 78,000
SEK 57,000
SEK 39,600

SEK 137,000
SEK 128,000
SEK 114,000

Minimum

Min. as % of Max.

SEK 59,000
SEK 71,000
SEK 74,800

1970-1990 Percent Chan e in Median Incomes:

Lowest Achieved Incomes
Highest Achieved Incomes

*inf lation not f i ured

26.7%
-16.7%

(gain)
(loss)

43 .1%
55 . 5%
65 . 6%
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the data, especially for the period from 1970 to 1980.

This

equalization is not the result of raising the poorest
average incomes up to a stationary or slower growing top
income: even as the median income has risen in the lowest

achieving municipalities, the median incomes for the

wealthiest municipalities has steadily dropped.

Thus, the

lowest average median incomes have risen 26.7% in two

decades while the highest median incomes have lowered by
16.7%.

Also, the minimum income has risen from being 43.1%

of the maximum in 1970 to 65.6% in 1990.

It is apparent

that income equalization is underway, but with a range of
SEK 39,600 between the lowest and highest incomes in the

Swedish study area in 1990, strong differences still exist
in median income.

As well, the greatest narrowing of the

difference in income arrives in the period from 1970-1980.

The following decade shows relatively minor changes in

income equalization.

This slowing of equalization points to

changes within the Swedish economy, a system currently
changing towards a more market economy.

If the 1980's data

is an indicator, this change from a social welfare state may

again lead to increasing or static inequalities in income.
North Carolina, however, tells a different story.

Both

the poorer and wealthier counties have experienced rapid
growth percentagewise in personal income when compared to
Sweden.

Unlike Sweden, however, the lowest achieving

county's average personal income is still only 42.3% of the
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highest achieving county.

This 42.3% is only slightly above

the 40.3% figure for 1970 and well below the 65.6% figure

achieved in Sweden.

Thus, the slope of the socioeconomic

continuum in North Carolina is steeper than in Sweden and

inequality between regions is considerably greater in North
Carolina.
Table 5.2.--Comparisons of Income:

1970-1990

North Carolina

Personal Income*
Year
1970
1986

Range
US$ 2,476
US$ 9,689

Maximum
US$
4,144
US$ 16,786

Minimum

Min.as % of Max.

US$ 1,668
US$ 7,097

40.3%
42.3%

*inf lation not f i ured in
Table 5.3.--Breakdown of Socioeconomic Zones
Swedish Study Area (108 municipalities)

Number/Percentage of Municipalities In:
1970
1980
1990

Core

15 (14%)
17 (16%)
19 (17%)

ISEZ

56 (52%)
53 (49%)
57
(53%)

Periphery

20 (19%)
35 (32%)
32 (30%)

(missing data)

17 (15%)
3 ( 3%)

Looking at the percentages of administrative units
which fall into each socioeconomic zone, there are several
differences between Sweden and North Carolina.

In Sweden,

percentages have remained I airly constant with the exception
of the already discussed drop of the lower end of the ISEZ

into peripheral levels on socioeconomic indicators during
the recession of the late 1970's (see Table 5.3).

Still, the

ISEZ constitutes over half of the municipalities in the
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Swedish study area.

Marginal areas take up another third

with core zones comprising less than one-f if th of the study
area.

On the other hand, 36% of North Carolina's counties

fall within core zones with the ISEZ making up just over one
third (see Table 5.4).

third.

Peripheries also comprise almost one

Thus, North Carolina has an almost even split

between the three socioeconomic zones.

Sweden, however, has

almost half the percentage of core zones but an ISEZ one

third larger than in North Carolina. This breakdown confirms

Sweden's greater reliance on a primate city with the

resulting growth in intermediate zones and perhaps
exemplifies also the many decades of Sweden's 'Middle Way'

approach to individual attainment within a national
socioeconomic development philosophy.
Table 5.4.--Breakdown of Socioeconomic Zones
North Carolina (100 counties)

Number/Percentage of Municipalities In:

1990

Core

ISEZ

36

34

(36%)

(34%)

Periphery
30

(30%)

Table 5.5.--Comparison of Populations by Zone
Swedish Study Area 1989
North Carolina 1980 Census

(in percentages of total regional population)
Core

Sweden

North Carolina

64 . 6%
64 . 6%

ISEZ
28.3%
21. 2%

Periphery
7.1%
14 . 2%
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Even more revealing is analysis of the population
figures between the three socioeconomic zones (Table 5.5).

Fascinatingly, both the Swedish study area and North
Carolina have the exact same percentage of their populations
living in core zones.

On the other hand, the ISEZ contains

a considerably greater portion of the Swedish population
than in the North Carolina counterpart.

Likewise, the

climatically more hostile Swedish marginal areas contain

almost half the percentage of population which lives in the
peripheral zones of North Carolina.

Again, marginal areas

in Sweden are largely a product of a distance decay

function.

Although the Swedish figures reveal the increased

importance of the ISEZ in planning for the Swedish

population, they also show the dif f iculty for Swedish

planners in maintaining services in peripheral areas with

their low population thresholds and their greater distance
from areas of greater self-sustaining growth potential.
In summary, the Swedish data points out the importance
of the intermediate socioeconomic zone as a linkage between

core and peripheral zones.

In fact, considering that over

half of central and northern Sweden falls within the ISEZ,

its utility is of even greater importance.

As factor

analysis points out, education and job opportunities other
than agriculture are important in raising income levels and
other quality of life indicators.

Moreover, comparison of

socioeconomic patterns over a twenty year period show that
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national, statewide or international economic hardships can
depress the entire socioeconomic continuum pushing lesser
developed segments of the ISEZ into development gradations
usually experienced only in marginal areas.

Economic booms

may have an elevating ef feet on the entire continuum as

well, but this study does not approach this question.

If

the Swedish data is interpreted correctly, the existence of
a large ISEZ also aids in the equalization of incomes in a
region.

The lack of urban cores to serve as growth centers

in northern Sweden, however, limits access of peripheral
areas to urban services and wages via commuting.

North

Carolina's poorer coastal plains counties are in a similar
situation.

Therefore, enhancement through investment in

intermediate centers near marginal areas is crucial in
alleviating lack of access to amenities and jobs.

As well,

ef f icient linkages must be supplied tieing core zones to
ISE-zones to maximize flow of comlnuters, services and goods.

In conclusion, the ISEZ reveals that it serves as a crucial
link and potential development site in both North Carolina
and Sweden.
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CHAPTER VI
SYNTHESIS OF COMPARATIVE STUDY

Surmar

of Cha

ters

To conclude, a summary of each chapter is in order.

With Chapter I, the need for a more effective model other

than the bipolar model is introduced.

Also, the basic

concept of the Socioeconomic Continuum is initially

discussed.

Chapter 11 introduces the reader to the study

areas of North Carolina and central/northern Sweden.

This

portion of the thesis provides the reader with an overview
of social, demographic and economic conditions in the two

regions and comments on their similarities and contrasts.
The next chapter expands upon the f oundations of this

study.

Development is defined, and both international and

national aggregative measurements f or development are

considered.

Finally, Chapter Ill concludes with a review of

the dif fering approaches to regional development policy in
the two study areas.

North Carolina largely is without a

systematic, statewide planning policy despite various
studies to develop an overall development strategy.

Sweden

on the other hand has a history of national regional
planning policies and implementation.

Over the last two

decades, the Swedish strategy has been adjusted to meet

different perceived needs in regional development.
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The chapter on the study's methodology illustrates the

steps in perf orming the statistical manipulation of the
data.

This chapter is also important in presenting the

statistical products of these procedures and their
implications in factor analysis.

Within the Swedish

context, access reveals itself to be a key component in the

underlying factors inf luencing the gradations in
socioeconomic indicators.

Finally, Chapter V analyzes the research products.

Several important findings are revealed by this study.
Foremost, a socioeconomic continuum of gradations in

development does exist in Sweden.

The existence of such a

continuum shows that disparities still are apparent between
different Swedish municipalities.
Secondly, the components of the Swedish continuum

divide after cluster analysis into socioeconomic zones
comparable to those in North Carolina.

Whereas in North

Carolina there exists counties exhibiting core zone

characteristics and having strong public investments in
large institutions, Sweden also contains similar areas, but

these tertiary cores are submerged statistically within the
secondary cores.

This condition points to the widespread

ef fects of tax equalization and other government subsidies
in Sweden.

Within the North Carolina context, however, such

large scale public investment is more unusual and

constitutes a unique class of core zones.
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Chapter V also reveals that the layout of the
socioeconomic zones in Sweden varies from North Carolina.

In the Swedish context, core areas are more dispersed with
interconnecting ISE-zones.

In North Carolina's Piedmont,

core zones tend to intermesh and in turn are surrounded by

ISE-zones.

This difference reflects on the dissimilar urban

hierarchies of the two study areas.
Importantly, the Swedish data reveals a narrowing of

income disparities between municipalities with large shif ts
in the 1970s and lesser equalization in the 1980s.

This

point is a clear statement that the slope of the Swedish
continuum has become increasingly less severe with

disparities less intense.

A similar phenomenon is only very

minimally apparent in North Carolina over the same two

decades.

Thus, the slope of the North Carolinian continuum

has remained f airly static with no appreciable narrowing of

disparities within the state.
Comparisons of population percentages by socioeconomic

zones in both regions leads to the discovery that larger
percentages of Swedes live in the ISEZ compared to North

Carolinians.

A smaller percentage of the Swedish population

lives in the study area's peripheral zones than in the
American counterpart, and exactly the same percentage dwells
in core zones.

From the viewpoint of Swedish planning, the

ISEZ takes on greater concern as a major settlement feature

for the study area.

Also, the relatively low populations in

1,16

peripheral zones is an indicator of the problems in
providing services to small, dispersed populations.

As with

factor analysis, access for peripheral populations again is
a challenge for Swedish planners.

Chapter V also discusses the f indings of a temporal

analysis of changes in the Swedish continuum over the last

twenty years.

This analysis finds that fluctuations in

classif ication of municipalities between socioeconomic zones

has occurred in the last twenty years.

This finding is a

critical one from the viewpoint of regional planning:

if

changes occur in the continuum over a relatively short two

decades, then there is a potential for positively
influencing these changes.

Thus, socioeconomic indicators

and conditions along the continuum can be upgraded.

nthesis of Findin
This thesis concludes that the Socioeconomic Continuum

model of gradations in development is applicable f or crosscultural studies of development issues.

In North Carolina,

the continuum is largely the product of a f ree market system
where living conditions, education and skill development are

the factors imf luencing the quality of life levels in the
different counties.

In the Swedish context, however,

marginality is closely associated with distance f ron urban

centers, and access is the key factor in defining the
continuum.

Under Sweden's highly developed social welfare
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system, large subsidies for regional development programs

and income equalization schemes have lessened the severities
of uneven socioeconomic development.

As a result, the slope

of the socioeconomic continuum is not as steeply inclined as

in North Carolina.

Quality of life conditions in general

are higher in the Swedish study area than in North Carolina.

Inequalities do, however, exist in Sweden.

Peripheral

areas in Sweden have almost half of the percentage of total
regional population found in North Carolina's peripheral

zones.

This situation creates difficulties in providing

population thresholds to maintain services and other
socioeconomic opportunities.

Factor analysis, in turn,

reveals that this f act is true and that low marginal
populations and service inf rastructures cause growth and
total population growth to be concentrated in more urbanized
areas .
The gentleness of the continuum slope in Sweden allows

for the ISEZ at a relative high level of development to
extend further into otherwise marginal areas.

Many of these

ISEZ municipalities on the lower gradations of development,
however, are dependent on one or two major industries.

Recessions or sector changes in employment can upset the

balance of these municipalities and cause conditions more

characteristic of peripheral zones to appear.

In fact,

cluster analysis shows that during the recession of the late
1970' s, many manufacturing based municipalities registered
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as peripheral areas.

This case is especially evident in the

aging manuf acturing region of Bergslagen where manuf acturing
labor is in decline as Sweden undergoes a change to a more

tertiary economy.

Strengthening of these economies by

diversif ication of their economic base would greatly help in

stabilizing quality of life conditions in these areas.
Sweden, though lacking the closely interconnected
network of primary and secondary urban cores f ound in North

Carolina's Piedmont, has a greater proportion of its
population living in the ISE-Zone.

This situation holds

promise in that the population thresholds and inf rastructure
needed to build conduit linkages into and through the ISEZ

to connect core and peripheral zones are already present in
many cases.

Governmental stimulus on transportation and

development corridors directed at marginal areas appear to

be beneficial approaches to creating greater access to jobs
and services for people in marginal areas.

As well,

development of inland ISEZ municipalities with a history of

strong growth and with transport linkages to distant
peripheral municipalities could provide a service/amenities
center such as Oestersund.

Lyksele Municipality is one such

example of a desirable development site as it has steadily

exhibited higher quality of lif e conditions over the past two
decades and is strategically located adjacent to remote,

inland peripheries.
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Implications
The example of Oestersund, Karlstad, Umeaa, and

especially Karlskoga Municipalities verif ies similar
examples in North Carolina that intensive, large scale

public investment in universities, military bases and other
longterm institutions can provide a major boost to an area's
socioeconomic conditions.

Application of this type of

inf rastructural investment in marginal or ISEZ areas with

proper transportation links to urban cores can serve as a
method of outreach to peripheries in crisis.

This

application is, however, expensive and requires the
development of a parallel service economy serving the

institution to develop for the best results.
Finally, the stunning example of income equalization in

socialist Sweden illustrates that narrowing the gaps between
rich and poor regions is not futile.

Sweden's society with

its high taxes have of course paid a price f or this
smoothing of regional inequalities.

Today, Sweden is

approaching a more market economy system.

The possible

results are greater economic ef f iciency but also a slide

towards greater inequalities regionally.
Lessons For North Carolina.

For North Carolina, the

Swedish data offers several lessons.

Sweden proves that

disparities between regions can be made less severe.

In the

Swedish model, socialist government and high tax rates with
income equalization programs have accomplished the narrowing
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of incomes.

In the case of North Carolina, similar tax

schemes and methods may not be appropriate.

It is up to

planners in North Carolina to f ind a method ef fective and
appropriate f or North Carolina and North Carolinian social
values.

Sweden does show that narrowing income disparities

is possible.
Likewise, the effectiveness of Swedish planning

policies, administration and implementation of overall

regional planning strategies point to the need in North
Carolina for a comprehensive, systematic, statewide
development policy which will be implemented.

Also, the

administrating agencies need the funding and implementation

powers necessary to carry out their directives.

Such

strategies have brought about improvement in Sweden as shown

by income equalization.
Lessons For Sweden.

In turn, North Carolina offers some

insights for Swedish planners.

With Sweden quickly

approaching a more market oriented economy as the country
further integrates with the Common Market, Swedish planners
can look to North Carolina as an example of a socioeconomic

continuum which developed under free market forces.

Disparities have arisen under this system and have remained

static f or over two decades in spite of overall rises in
state incomes.

Under a free market system, Swedish planners

will need to be concerned over possible reversals in income

equalizations .
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North Carolina's dispersed urban hierarchy and its
surrounding halo of ISEZ counties points to planning

possibilities in Sweden.

By effectively linking urban areas

with intervening smaller urban centers, a spine of core zone
development can be obtained.

In turn, spread effects can

positively affect neighboring peripheral areas.

North

Carolina exhibits this phenomenon in the Piedmont area.

In

the Swedish context, both the Stockholm-Karlstad and

Bothnian coastal links of urban places appears to be a
similar ongoing process.
Future Research Needs

In conclusion, this study shows the applicability of
the methodology to socioeconomic conditions other than North
Carolina.

The dynamism of the f luctuating ISEZ over time is

also revealed and the planning potentials inherent is such a
vital area of socioeconomic transformation.

As well, other

questions for future research are brought to mind.

For

instance, the temporal study of Sweden's continuum should be

able to provide a predictive indicator f or investment by
further analysis of imf rastructure and change patterns in
the continuum.

For this present work, such an analysis is

beyond its scope.

Moreover, behavioristic investigation

into the residence choices and satisf action of those
dwelling at points along the continuum would reveal the
types of people who dwell in certain areas.

Such a study
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would also hopefully Show What conditions and needs are

present in different areas.

A person living in a marginal

area of North Carolina might suggest better housing and
plumbing systems are needed while a Swede in a similar

socioeconomic zone might desire greater services or ease in
commuting.

These questions should be addressed by a future

study.

Another f uture research need is to perf orm a temporal
analysis of North Carolina' s socioeconomic continuum.

Research into whether this continuum has remained static
under minimal changes in income disparity would reveal the
f luctuations of the continuum in a market economy.

Moreover, environmental variables need to be addressed

by inclusion into the factor analysis matrix.

If this

procedure becomes viable, then this methodology may offer

planners the long sought tool to link social, economic and

ecological variables.

Finally, cluster analysis as a statistical tool will
force data into categories of similar characteristics as
long as any range exists in the data.

Although considerable

range in variable disparities still exists in Sweden, income
equalization calls for development of a methodological
adjustment for narrowing variable range.
This present work concludes by stating that the ISEZ

has shown itself to be a vital link in the continuum in two

different countries with very different population, climatic
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and economic systems.

Althought interesting and informative

differences exist, the ISEZ still appears to be the area

best suited f or establishing growth corridors where
sustainable growth can be funneled into marginal areas.
Commuting and transportation linkages thus remain important,

but education and establishment of service amenities and job

opportunities within the reach of marginal populations is of
even greater importance.

Since peripheral zones economic

structure and production costs limit establishment of
ihvestments in these zones, the ISEZ next door is the

suitable choice for location of these investments.

To

conclude, regional planners need to take advantage of the
potential offered by the ISEZ.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIABLES

This appendix describes the Swedish variables used for

this thesis.

For descriptions of the variables used in the

North Carolina study, please refer to Chang 1990.
All
St...7edish data is collected oi- deri-v-ed f rorr, imf ormation in the
Swedish census, the Folk-och bostandsraknin Ln ' a s presented
in the Census and/or the annual yearbooks on Sweden' s
municipalities (Arbok for Sveriges Kormuner). The one
exception to this statement is I or the variable of PCGOV
(Per Capita Government Subsidy) which is taken from the
book' Staten i Geo raf in by the SOU (Statens offentliga
Data comes f ron the years listed in Tables
utredninger )
4.1 and 4.2.

1. Distance to Next Higher Order City (DIST):

is the

distance f ron the administrative center I or each
municipality to the nearest county (provincial) capital.
This distance is computed in kilometers in a direct line
between the two communities.

2. Percent Population in Agriculture/Forestry (PRIM):
is a
derived variable which computes the number of full-time
workers in agriculture and f orestry as a percentage of the
tc,tal population for each municipality.
3. Percent Population in Manufacturing (SEC): is a derived
variable which computes the number of full-time workers in
rrianuf acturing as a percentage of the tocal population f or
each municipality.

4. Percent Population in Private Services (TER): is a derived
variable which computes the number of full-time workers in
private services as a percentage of the total population f or
each municipality.
5. Percent Population in Public Services (QUA):
is a derived
variable which computes the number of full-time workers in
public scr-v-ices as a pe{ceii.I,age c>f the total population for
each municipality. In the Swedish social welfare state,
public services include most health care workers.
66 P3pulaticn I).ensity (DENS):

is a derived variable

computed by dividing the total land area of each
municipality by the total population for each municipality.
7. Median Income (MEDINC):

is computed as the median of all

personal incomes in each municipality based on tax records.
8. Youth Dependency (YOUTH):

is a derived variable computed

as the percentage of the total population constituted by
individuals under the age of sixteen.
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9, Elderly Dependency (OLD):

is a derived variable computed

as the percentage of the total population constituted by
individuals over the age of 65.
10. Day to Night Population Ratio (DAYNATT):

is computed as

t-he t.-.otal da`[7 pcp`dLlaticr. (as figi+Lrcd by place of empIC)'LETTrient

via tax records) as a percentage of night population (as
figured by place of residence via tax records) .
11. Total Population Cr`.ange (NETM):

is a derived variable

computed as the dif ference in total population count by
census from one base year to the next base year.
12. Unemployment Rate (UNEMP):

is the percentage of the

total population currently listed as without work with the

Labor Market Board. These f igures constitute those workers
not in any type of retraining program, part-time employment,
or other program.
13. Percent Population Over 25 Who Have Completed Gymnasium

(GYM): is the percentage of the total population who have
completed a degree with a gymnasium, the Swedish secondary
school system similar to a combined high school and college

preparatory school.

14. Percent Population Over 25 Who Have Education Past
Gymnasium (AFTGYM): is the percentage of the totatl

population who have received some post-secondary schooling
according to pal-ish census records.
15. Per Capita Government Subsidy (PCGOV):

is a derived

variable computed by dividing total government subsidies to
each municipality by the total population of each
municipality. Subsidies include tax and income equalization
payments , infrastructural improvement projects and other
government funds used to subsidize local economies and

social services.
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